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Hello. I'm Norm Latker, and I'm here to address the petition sponsored
by Mr. James Love of Essential Inventions, which asks NIH to end the
exclusive title held by Abbott Laboratories for the AIDS drug Norvir.

I thank you for the opportunity to address this issue today.

While I am sympathetic to the efforts of Mr. Love, which I believe are
motivated by a desire to enhance the quality of life for the millions of
Americans living with AIDS, I mustoppose his petition, which, if
successful, would undermine the integrity of the Bayh-Dole Act, which I
helped to draft back in the 1970s.

Although there was spirited opposition to Bayh-Dole when it was brought
before Congress in 1980, a broad political consensus was ultimately built
around the notion that market forces would do a far better job of
disseminating government-sponsored inventions than bureaucracies ever
could.

/

The Act has been enormously successful. As the Economist Magazine put
it recently, it is "the most inspired piece of legislation to be enacted in
America over the past half-century."

That may sound like hyperbole, but the impact of the Act has indeed been
,e",w,nWasfoilliaiiigW"and"overwne.lffiiiiglypositive:wwewwew,,"",WW w W e w w , w w w w e w e w
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It has fostered a potent four-way partnership between researchers, their
institutions, government and industry. That partnership has evolved into
the most powerful engine of practical innovation in the world, producing
innumerable advances that have extended life, improved its quality and
reduced suffering for hundreds of millions of people.
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The phrase clearly refers to the terms of the agreement between the
contractor and the licensee.

Bayh-Dole wants government-sponsored inventions moved to the
marketplace. Towards that end, it obligates the contractor to transfer the
invention to the licensee without demanding exorbitant, or unreasonable,
rqyaities.

The ultimate price of the drugto be developed had nothing at all to do
with section 203a or the contractor's obligations under sec. 202c. Pricing
was -and is-left to the discretion of the licensee. It is the licensee, after
all, who bears all the risks of developing the innovations--the clinical trials,
the FDA approval procedures, the vagaries of the marketplace. They do so
because they know that Bayh-Dole guarantees them exclusive rights over
the invention.

After explaining all that, I must now point out that Norvir has never been
licensed, and that Abbott Laboratories is nota licensee. It is, in fact, a
contractor who obtained title to its invention directly through a contract
with NIH.

Again, when the law was written, we thought that in most cases, a
contractor would be an academic, research institute or small business that
would not have the resources to develop and market the invention on their
own. Bayh-Dole therefore emphasizes the licensing process, as is
abundantly evident throughout the Act and its implementing regulations.

Abbott Laboratories, as it happens, had no need to license its invention. It
had title to the invention and the resources to bring it to the market

'M~~~.~•••~~_.~i!:!lQyj:J!!!~lI-s§i§l;!ll£~~~•..~..•~..••.. _ ..•.•.. _.~.~._ ~-..••-_.....•..~.~..__'"..• _.~.•.•.- .

This exposes a minor ambiguity in Bayh-Dole. Obviously, «reasonable
terms" in this particular case cannot mean «reasonable royalties." But
neither can it mean «reasonable pricing", as a requirement under sec.202c.

In other words, we cannot spontaneously reinterpret 203a to mean that
when a contractor brings a drug to market itself, it must price the drug
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Of course, the law isn't perfect. No law is. There have been changes in the
three decades since Bayh-Dole's passage--changes that no one could have
predicted But overall it has stood the test of time.

While I feel I can provide some perspective on the Act, there is very little I
can say with authority on the underlying issues that have prompted Mr.
Love's petition.

Frankly, there are a number of things that I simply do not know.

For example, I don't know how Abbott Laboratories reached its decision
to raise the price of N orvir. I don't know whether it was based on
legitimate business issues, or as AIDS activists allege, on simple corporate
greed.

N or can I pretend to know what impact the price hike will have on those
who need the drug to stay healthy, or on the healthcare finance system. I
do not know if some people who need Norvir will now not have access to
it. I don't know whether Abbott's promise to provide the drug for free to
those who cannot afford it should be taken at face value.

It is worth noting that SenatorJohn McCain has called on the Federal
Trade Commission to investigate Abbott Laboratories for possible abuse
of its monopoly power with respect to N orvir. Attorneys General in
Illinois and New York are also looking into the matter. Again, I do not
know precisely what criteria these organs of government might use to
determine whether corrective action is warranted.

But I do know this: the Bayh-Dole Act is not an arbiter of healthcare policy
or drug pricing, and was never intended to be.

Bayh-Dole defines critically important aspects of intellectual property law,
while ensuring that viable government-sponsored research does not go to
waste.

It is decidedly ill-suited for any other purpose.
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Simply put, the legal philosophy ofBayh-Dole is this: if the government
accords broad marketplace prerogatives to the developers ofgovernment
funded inventions, such inventions are far more likely to be developed and
disseminated to the public.

The law holds that intellectual property rights should be accorded in full to
the innovators, rather than to the government agency that financed their
research, and that developers should be free to leverage their property
rights to their advantage in the market place as intended by the patent
system.

There were a few conditions placed on this freedom-conditions which are
now the subject of dispute. In layman's terms, the conditions provided
that:

a) Reasonable efforts were required to develop the
inventions to practical application, and made readily
available to society;

b) The inventions should not be used in such a way that
might threaten public health;

c) If an invention were subject to a federal order of some
kind, the developer must comply with that order; and

d) The marketed invention should be made within the
United States.

These conditions were translated into the legal language found in section
203 of the Act-what we now refer to as the "march-in" clauses, because
they give the government the power to "march-in" and reassign intellectual

~~-~-'-'--'-'-··-pr()perty··rights:~ese·were·e()neeived·as·e'X'traordinary~easures·t()·be······-·····--'-······~

used only when there was overwhelming evidence to show that the public
resources invested into an innovation were being wasted or abused.

Obviously, Abbott Laboratories has been enormously successful in
bringing the benefits of N orvir to the public at large. The drug may be
e:xpensive-perhaps intolerably expensive, given the critical importance it
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holds for people with AIDS. But by the criteria established by Bayh-Dole,
Abbott has complied with the law.

Mr. Love would of course disagree, both with my interpretation of the
march-in clauses and my belief that Abbott has not broken the law.

,

His petition asserts that Bayh-Dole invests NIH with the authority to
determine whether the price of N orvir is too high and, if so, to terminate
the exclusivityofAbbott's property rights.

The petition points out that one march-in clause, section 203a, specifies
that the invention in question must be made available on "reasonable
terms", which the authors interpret to mean "reasonable prices".

N one of this is supported by a correct reading of the Act and its legislative
history.

In fact, if the drafters ofBayh-Dole had intended such an interpretation,
we would have inserted specific criteria into the law to enable NIH-or
any government funding agency --to assess what a reasonable price might
be. No such criteria are found, because controlling patent rights on the
basis ofprice was antithetical to what the drafters had in mind.

Nor did we envision that the law could authorize government funding
agencies to compel private entities to divulge internal accounts or pricing
information. Ifwe had foreseen such a process, the Act would have
contained enabling language specifically empowering it.

It must be admitted that the law is written in the arcane legalese of the
period, and many sections are quite easy to misinterpret unless armed with

m"""""" ., -rthe-correet-definitions- · ".,,,,,,, ,..,,,,,, ,,.~,,,, ,, """..""".... . , ", , "., ·· ".,., "w,,,

Let me provide some of those definitions now.

The Bayh-Dole Act refers to three key entities involved in the government
sponsored research and subsequent development of an invention.
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1) Contractors: These are the organizations that originally used
government research funds to make fundamental discoveries

2) Licensees: These are the entities that acquire a license to an
invention, develop it and bring it to the marketplace. They pay
royalties to the contractor. And bear risk. .. In the fields of
human health and life sciences, these are usually drug
comparues.

3) Assignees: These are defined by the Act as non-profit patent
management organizations, which at the time brokered the
license agreements between the contractor and the licensee.
Their role has been marginalized in recent years as universities
and research institutes have taken on the role themselves.

When reading the march-in clauses, it is important to understand that
Section 203a onfy applies to contractors-that is, the original researchers 
and assignees.

Section 203a does notapply to licensees.

This was not an accidental omission. That licensees are consciously
excluded from 203a is obvious, because the next three sections -203b--d
explicidy apply to all three entities: contractors, assignees and licensees.

Back in 1980, it was clear that most health inventions could only be
practically developed under licenses with the drug industry. Bayh-Dole
granted the property rights to the contractor, who would then negotiate a
license agreement with the licensee. Of course, drug pricing played no role in

.. these negotiations. Pricing a drug which has not yet been tested, approved
.. andmarketed..is,oLcourse,.irnpossible.. _m.............................................. .

As the phrase "reasonable terms" found in 203a applies to contractors, and
not to licensees, it cannot mean "reasonable prices," because contractors, in
the view of the drafters, would not normally be setting prices. Further, they
are not required to do so under 202c which sets out all the contractors
obligations.
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"reasonably". ''Reasonable terms" could not mean one thing for a licensee,
and another for a contractor, unless the law contained specific language
defining these meanings.

The intent of 203a is obvious enough, even if it fails to specifically address
the case at hand.

In closing, I'd like to return briefly to the broader issues that have
prompted Mr. Love's petition.

It must be plainly understood that medical access problems in the United
States stem notfrom the research and development regime, but from the
way healthcare entitlements are ascribed and healthcare resources are
distributed. H~eMe refUifii 18 mng ovuflas. It woiR 13e !l: lSR§ 13M:~in§.

J?Qli1;ieal13Mtle, 'bat tire cOffirtiy IIIusl, melv.~ Qddress it.

I confess that I am no fan of price controls, because I believe that they
could stifle innovation and drastically reduce the amount ofmoney the
drug industry pumps into pharmaceutical research every year. Contrary to
what has been published in recent weeks, only a very strlallportion of the
government health research and development funds are channeled directly
into drug research and clinical studies. Most is used to sponsor
investigations into the life sciences.

It is in fact the private sector that ponies up the resources to develop, test,
obtain approval for, and market new drugs. It is an undeniabJe
responsibility of government to create and maintain incentives for these
investments, because there is no way the government could manage the job
on its own.

~<~"~<"ln~theaI)senceofgovemmentpnc~e~cont;:ors~arug<comparues~wiIrseekto""m"<,"",""

maximize their profits by balancing prices with the need for market
penetration- and that is exactly what the drafters ofBayh-Dole expected.
Pricing freedom is one reason often cited by the pharmaceutical industry
for concentrating their research and development activities in the U.S. It is
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why the U.S. remains the world leader in medical research, and why so
many drugs are made available here first,

If a political consensus were to emerge that drug prices need to be
controlled by the government, the only legal and appropriate means of
instituting such controls would be through a full-fledged legislative process,
tested by the courts and administered through empowered organs of
government.

Obviously any healthcare reform effort could face resistance from vested
interests, and it is tempting for some to look for shortcuts. But twisting
intellectual property law into an administrative mechanism to control drug
prices would have intolerable consequences for innovation, drug
development and healthcare in this country.

It; ttl mllsl~ :im1"Btltltele. A sober reading of the Bayh-Dole Act will
leave no doubt that retail drug pricing has nothing to do with the march-in
provisions of the Act.

Mr. Love's petition must therefore be denied.

Thank you again for the opportunity to be here today,
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:
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Carole and Norman Latker <Latkerc@bellatlantic.net>
<njl@browdyneimark.com>
6/9/04 9:42AM
[Fwd: Re: [techno-l] My May 25 Statement at NIH meeting on
theEssential1nventionsPetition1

-------- Original Message --------
Subject: Re: [techno-I] My May 25 Statement at NIH meeting on
theEssentiallnventionsPetition
Date: Sat, 05 Jun 2004 18:43:50 -0400
From: Carole and Norman Latker <Latkerc@bellatlantic.net>
To: James Love <james.love@cptech.org>
References: <sOc06213.040@mail2.browdyneimark.com>
<40C20A7A.5090500@cptech.org>

Jamie
The EIA quote you use from ArnolDavis is attributed in footnote 222

to Peter McCloskey in his 1979 statement on S.1215 (probably
Stevenson-Wydler) before the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and
Transportation. As such it has nothing to do with the legislative
history of Bayh-Dole or then established government patent policy.
Similarly, 70 of the 82 footnotes ArnolDavis use to support their
conclusions in their so-called legislative history of Bayh-Dole (pages
656-667) relate to statements made outside the 1979 Senate Judiciary
hearings on Bayh-Dole. At least 22 of the 70 statements footnoted are
attributed to well known opponents of contractor ownership under any
conditions, i.e. Adm. Rickover, Sen. Long, Congo Brooks, Ralph
Nader,etc. None of these gentlemen testified against Bayh-Dole or
bargained for your compulsory license provision as a condition for their
acceptance of the Act. Why then are they included in the Arno/Davis
"history"?
If you wish to continue to rely on statements outside the Act's

legislative history, I believe Arno/Davis "history" should be revised to
include at least a discussion of the DHEW administrative policy which
was clearly identified in the hearings and elsewhere as the precursor of
the Act. That had far more relevancy than anything touched on by
ArnolDavis.Wouldn't that be fair? Last, Sen. Bayh went into some detail
in his May 25 statement on how footnotes 200 and 201, which you used
in your petition, was a misrepresentation of his public statements. For
your benefit I will repeat for him that the policy of "recoupment" of

:···-··"~···~"~··~a percentage'Oftfiesales"OrilnitoenaIToffne"government h~rs·no~·~·······-·~---·····"·····-······~···~~·-····••••.••••••

logical connection to an endorsement of your compulsory license
theory. If you believe otherwise spell it out in laymen's terms.
I don't think it is necessary to respond further as it is more of of

what you think "reasonable terms" mean. I must say that's a more
reasonable position than Arno/Davis's repeated insistency that it
conclusively provides for your compulsory theory notwithstanding that
that makes no sense in the context of the Act (don't forget Scalia)
You still have not come up with that "single word".
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James Love wrote:

> Norman Latkerwrote:
>

>
> To the newer definition:
>
> "the invention is being utilized and that its benefits
> are to the extent permitted by law or Government
> regulations available to the public on reasonable terms."
>
> As you note, the phrase "available to the public on reasonable terms"
> isa more clear mandate to look at the price than "reasonably
> accessable to the public," even though, I would claim that "reasonably
> accessible" means reasonably priced or affordable in most parts of the
> world. Moreover, it turns out that in hearing on government patent
> policy, industry efforts to narrow the definition now used in the
> Bayh-Dole Act, so that simple working would be good enough, (closer to
> your interpretation of the requirement), were not accepted. The
> industry wanted a definition that was "worked or that....," but the
> eventual definition was "utilized and that..;"
>
> In the course of the hearings on the legislation, the
> Electronic Industry Association urged Congress to redefine
> the phrase 6practical application 6 -- a trigger for the exercise
> of march-in rights -- to reduce the obligations of the
> contractor and thus the risk that the government would actually
> assert march-in rights: 6The definition of eepractical application ,IE

••w·········~···>_·-appearSlo6striiigenfwewoi1la·suggEisfarewirfinolnarcate'~-""'~""""""'~"""""""" ••••~••••.~.

> that application sf means... eethat the invention is being worked
> or that its benefits are available to the public either on
> reasonable terms or through reasonable licensing .... 630
> Congress declined to adopt this change, and maintained the
> standard that a 6practical appiication 6 is achieved -- and
> march-in rights conditions are avoided only if the invention
> is being practiced and it is available to the public on
> reasonable terms. 31
>
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> Do you claim the phrase "available to the public on reasonable terms"
> means "available to the public on ANY terms. "?
>
> Jamie
>
> w _

> Halperin notes:
> 30 Patent Policy: Hearings on S.1215 Before the Subcommittee on
> Science, Technology and Space of the Senate Committee on Commerce,
> Science and Transportation, 96th Congo at 221 (1979) (statement of Peter
> F. McCloskey, President, Electronic Industry Assn.) (emphasis added).
> 31 See Arno & Davis, at 666.
>
>
> 1963 Kennedy Policy on Patents
> Memorandum and Statement of Government Patent Policy, 28 Federal
> Register 10,943-10946 (1963)
>
> (g) "To the point of practical application"--means to manufacture in
> the case of a composition or product, to practice in the case of a
> process, or to operate in the case of a machine and under such
> conditions as to establish that the invention is being worked and that
> its benefits are reasonabiy accessible to the pUblic.
>
>
> 1971 Nixon Policy Statement on Patents
> Memorandum and Statement of Government Patent Policy, 36 Federal
> Register 16,886 (1971).
>
> (g) To the point of practical application--means to manufacture in the
> case of composition or product, to practice in the case of a process,
> or to operate in the case of a machine and under such conditions as to
> establish the invention is being worked and that its benefits are
> reasonable accessible to the public.
>
> 1980 Bayh-Dole Act
> 35 USC 201 (I)
>

•

> (I) The term "practical application" means to manufacture in the case
> of a composition or product, to practice in the case of a process or
> method, or to operate in the case of a machine or system; and, in each
> case, under such conditions as to establish that the invention is
> being utilized and that its benefits are to the extent permitted by
> law or Government regulations available to the public on reasonablei"W"w...w.".".w····~·~···>·lerms.·"·w ...~.w.••."..•"• .••.•..•._•..w•••••••••••••~._ ... ...................."......w......w•••w.""••••" .._ ••• '".'"••~w....~....'""

I ~

I >
>
»
»
» SECTION I (I)
»
» (I) Where the principal or exclusive [(except as against the
» Government)] rights in an invention remain in the contractor, unless
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» the contractor, his licensee, or his assignee has taken effective
» steps within three years after a patent issues on the invention to
» bring the invention to the point of practical application or has made
» the invention available for licensing royalty?free or on terms that
» are reasonable in the circumstances, or can show cause why he should
» retain the principal or exclusive rights for a further period of
» time, the Government shall have the right to require the granting of
» a nonexclusive or exclusive license to [an] a responsible
» applicant(s) on [a nonexclusive royalty-free basis.] terms that are
» reasonable under the circumstances.
»
» COMMENTS: The Federal Council for Science and Technology has
» recommended that this section be amended to permit the Government to
» require a contractor to grant licenses on terms that are reasonable
» under the circumstances, rather than on a "nonexclusive royalty?free
» basis." Aithough the granting of nonexclusive licenses may in some
» cases be sufficient to encourage commercialization of an invention;
» in other cases, some degree of exclusivity may be necessary.
»Accordingly, the language as amended is sufficiently broad to permit
» a requirement that the contractor grant an exclusive, as well as a
» nonexclusive license. The language of this section has also been
» amended to require the contractor to grant licenses oniy to
» applicants who appear to be responsible, and who would appear to have
»ihe ability to utilize the invention. In addition, the parenthetical
» phrase "except as against the Government" has been deleted in view of
» the amendments to Section 1(h).
»
» SECTION 1(g)
»
» (g) Where the principal or exclusive [(except as against the
» Government)] rights to an invention are acquired by the contractor,
» the Government shall have the right to require the granting of a
» nonexclusive or exclusive license to [an] a responsible applicant(s)
» [royalty?free or] on terms that are reasonable in the circumstances
» (i) to the extent that the invention is required for public use by
» governmental regulations, or (ii) as may be necessary to fulfill
» health or safety needs, or (iii) for other public purposes stipulated
» in the contract.
»
» COMMENTS: The Federal Council for Science and Technology has
» recommended the deletion of the phrase "royalty?free" in view of the
» fact that the application of this section is not predicated on the
» fact that the contractor himself is not using the invention. In
» extreme cases, however, the Federal Council believed that the phrase
>:>"ofilermsltiaHifErFeasonaBIEfiiiltiEfcifcumsta"llces""coUla'oe .. m·.· ••.

» interpreted" broadly enough to include a royalty?free license. This
» section has also been amended to require licensing only to
» "responsible" applicants. The addition of "safety" needs was made to
» clarify the application of this provision to purposes of safety. The
» parenthetical phrase "except as against the Government" has been
»deleted in view of the amendments to Section 1(h).
»
» SECTION 1(h)
»
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» (h) Whenever the principal or exclusive rights in an invention remain
» in the contractor, the Government shall normally acquire, in addition
»to the rights set forth in Section 1(e), 1(t), and 1(g),
»
» (1) at least a nonexclusive, nontransferable, paid up license to
» make, use, and sell the invention throughout the world by or on
» behalf of the Government of the United States (including any
»Government agency) and States and domestic municipal governments,
» unless the agency head determines that it would not be in the public
» interest to acquire the license for the States and domestic municipal
» governments; and
»
» (2) the right to sublicense any foreign government pursuant to any
» existing or future treaty or agreement if the agency head determines
» it would be in the national interest to acquire this right; and
»
» (3) the principal or exclusive rights to the invention in any country
» In which the contractor does not elect to secure a patent.
»
» COMMENTS: The license rights of the Government and the contractor
» originally set forth in Sections I(a), (b), (c), (e), (t), (g), and
» (h) are now set forth in Sections 1(h) and (i). Section 1(h) covers
» the situation where the principal or exclusive rights remain in the
» contractor.
»
» Section 1(h) has been amended to include the minimum rights to be
» retained by the Government in all cases where the contractor has been
» given principal or, exclusive rights to an invention.
»
» Section 1(h)(1) defines the scope of the license that the Government
» shall normally acquire both for its own use as well as for use by
» States and municipal governments. A license for use by the States and
» domestic municipal governments is normally acquired, unless the
» agency head determines that it is not in the public interest to do
» so. Section 1(h)(1) as amended spells out the meaning of the
» definition of "governmental purposes," and therefore, that phrase no
» longer appears in the Policy Statement.
»
»
»
>> -------------------------------------------------------------------
» Techno-L archives are available on UVentures.com.
» Techno-L is a free service provided by UTEK Corporation
» (Amex: UTK) for technology transfer professionals.
55T6accesS"lhe"search'ablearcliives;'registefFREE"aC" .......•.........
» http://www.uventures.com
»
» To subscribe, e-mail: techno-I-subscribe@lists.uventures.com
» To unsubscribe, e-mail:techno-I-unsubscribe@lists.uventures.com
» For additional commands, e-mail: techno-l-help@lists.uventures.com
»
»
»
»

Page 51
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Re: article
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******************************

John H. Raubitschek
Patent Counsel
U.S. Department of Commerce
Room 4835
14th and Constitution Avenue, NW.
Washington, D.C. 20230
voice (202) 482-8010; fax (202) 482-0253

PRIVILEGED & CONFIDENTIAL
Attorney-Client Communication
Attorney Work Product

"Norman Latker"
,<NJL@browdyneimar
k.com>

<jraubits@doc.gov>
06/14/2004 11:58
AM

To

cc

SUbject
Re: article

John
Thanks very, very much for the B-D hearings. They are much better than I
remembered. Staats's statement was unbieveably good. He hit on every
important point in the evolution of B-D including slamming the '63 and '71
Pres. statements. I think we can greatly strenghten our case with an
upfront synopsis of Staat's history which ArnolDavis cannot match. I would
like to try my hand at it when I get the next draft. I am beginning to see
how this undermines all the revisionest histories floating around. We are
making good progress.
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From:
To:
Date:
SUbject:

fyi

Carole and Norman Latker <Latkerc@bellatlantic.net>
<njl@browdyneimark.com>
6/9/04 9:42AM
[Fwd: Re: [techno-I] My May 25 Statement at NIH meeting on
theEssential1nventionsPetition]

------ Original Message --------
Subject: Re: [techno-I] My May 25 Statement at NIH meeting on
theEssentiallnventionsPetition
Date: Sat, 05 Jun 2004 18:43:50 -0400
From: Carole and Norman Latker <Latkerc@bellatlantic.net>
To: James Love <james.love@cptech.6rg>
References: <sOc06213.040@maiI2.browdyneimark.com>
<40C20A7A.5090500@cptech.org>

Jamie
The EIA quote you use from Arno/Davis is attributed in footnote 222

to Peter McCloskey in his 1979 statement on S.1215 (probably
Stevenson-Wydler) before the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and
Transportation. As such it has nothing to do with the legislative
history of Bayh-Dole or then established government patent policy.
Similarly, 70 of the 82 footnotes Arno/Davis use to support their
conclusions in their so-called legislative history of Bayh-Dole (pages
656-667) relate to statements made outside the 1979 Senate JUdiciary
hearings on Bayh-Dole. At least 22 of the 70 statements footnoted are
attributed to well known opponents of contractor ownership under any
conditions, i.e. Adm. Rickover, Sen. Long, Congo Brooks, Ralph
Nader,etc. None of these gentlemen testified against Bayh-Dole or
bargained for your compulsory license provision as a condition for their
acceptance of the Act. Why then are they included in the Arno/Davis
"history"?
If you wish to continue to rely on statements outside the Act's

legislative history, I believe ArnolDavis "history" should be revised to
include at least a discussion of the DHEW administrative policy which
was clearly identified in the hearings and elsewhere as the precursor of
the Act. That had far more relevancy than anything touched on by
ArnolDavis.Wouldn't that be fair? Last, Sen. Bayh went into some detail
in his May 25 statement on how footnotes 200 and 201, which you used
in your petition, was a misrepresentation of his public statements. For
your benefit I will repeat for him that the policy of "recoupment" of

",········",,········'···a·percentage·of·the··sales·on·the··behalf·of"the'government·has·mr··,·,,···,·····,~··,••.•••••••.,•.••,'•..,.•••,~.,.,•..••••~.,.•.•.•.,••.•••.•,.~.~

logical connection to an endorsement of your compulsory license
theory. If you believe otherwise spell it out in laymen's terms.
I don't think it is necessary to respond further as it is more of of

what you think "reasonable terms" mean. I must say that's a more
reasonable position than Arno/Davis's repeated insistency that it
conclusively provides for your compulsory theory notwithstanding that
that makes no sense in the context of the Act (don't forget Scalia)
You still have not come up with that "single word".
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James Love wrote:

> Norman Latkerwrote:
>
» Of course, he will not be able to do that because there is not a
» single word in all of established government patent policy, past or
» present, which supports compulsory licensing based on an allegation
» that the invention is being sold at an unreasonable price.
>
>

"the invention is being worked and that its benefits are
reasonably accessible to the public.">

>

> Norman, you note the definition for the term "practical application"
> changed from the earlier Kennedy and Nixon patent policy statements,
> which defined the obligation to make "practical application" of an
> invention to include the requirement that:
>
>

> To the newer definition:
>
> "the invention is being utilized and that its benefits
> are to the extent permitted by law or Government
> regulations available to the public on reasonable terms."
>
> As you note, the phrase "available to the public on reasonable terms"
> is a more clear mandate to look at the price than "reasonably
> accessable to the public," even though, I would claim that "reasonably
> accessible" means reasonably priced or affordable in most parts of the
> world. Moreover, it turns out that in hearing on government patent
> policy, industry efforts to narrow the definition now used in the
> Bayh-Dole Act, so that simple working would be good enough, (closer to
> your interpretation of the requirement), were not accepted. The
> industry wanted a definition that was "worked or that...," but the
> eventual definition was "utilized and thaL."
>
> In the course of the hearings on the legislation, the
> Electronic Industry Association urged Congress to redefine
> the phrase opractical application 0 -- a trigger for the exercise
> of march-in rights -- to reduce the obligations of the
> contractor and thus the risk that the government would actually
> assert march-in rights: oThe definition of aapractical application tE
>.•.... appears.too~tringent,.Wewould.suggest·.a.-rewrite.·to·indicate······ ~ .
> that application tE means... esthat the invention is being worked
> or that its benefits are available to the public either on
> reasonable terms or through reasonable licensing .... 030
> Congress declined to adopt this change, and maintained the
> standard that a opractical application 0 is achieved -- and
> march-in rights conditions are avoided only if the invention
> is being practiced and it is available to the public on
> reasonable terms. 31
>
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> Do you claim the phrase "available to the public on reasonable terms"
> means "available to the public on ANY terms."?
>
> Jamie
>
> -----------
> Halperin notes:
> 30 Patent Policy: Hearings on S.1215 Before the Subcommittee on
> Science, Technology and Space of the Senate Committee on Commerce,
> Science and Transportation, 96th Congo at 221 (1979) (statement of Peter
> F. McCloskey, President, Electronic Industry Assn.) (emphasis added).
> 31 See Arno & Davis, at 666.
>
>
> 1963 Kennedy Policy on Patents
> Memorandum and Statement of Government Patent Policy, 28. Federal
> Register 10,943-10946 (1963)
>
> (g) "To the point of practical application"--means to manufacture in
> the case of a composition or product, to practice in the case of a
> process, or to operate in the case of a machine and under such
> conditions as to establish that the invention is being worked and that
> its benefits are reasonably accessible to the public.
>
>
> 1971 Nixon Policy Statement on Patents
> Memorandum and Statement of Government Patent Policy, 36 Federal
> Register 16,886 (1971).
>
> (g) To the point of practical application--means to manufacture in the
> case of composition or product, to practice in the case of a process,
> or to operate in the case of a machine and under such conditions as to
> establish the invention is being worked and that its benefits are
> reasonable accessible to the public.
>
> 1980 Bayh-Dole Act
> 35 USC 201(f)
>
> (f) The term "practical application" means to manufacture in the case
> of a composition or product, to practice in the case of a process or
> method, or to operate in the case of a machine or system; and, in each
> case, under such conditions as to establish that the invention is
> being utilized and that its benefits are to the extent permitted by
> law or Government regulations available to the public on reasonable

>
>
>
»
»
» SECTION I (f)
»
» (f) Where the principal or exclusive [(except as against the
» Government)] rights in an invention remain in the contractor, unless

Page 3)
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» the contractor, his licensee, or his assignee has taken effective
» steps within three years after a patent issues on the invention to
» bring the invention to the point of practical application or has made
» the invention available for licensing royalty?free or on terms that
» are reasonable in the circumstances, or can show cause why he should
» retain the principal or exclusive rights for a further period of
» time, the Government shall have the right to require the granting of
» a nonexclusive or exclusive license to [an] a responsible
» applicant(s) on [a nonexclusive royalty-free basis.] terms that are
» reasonable under the circumstances,
»
» COMMENTS: The Federal Council for Science and Technology has
» recommended that this section be amended to permit the Government to
» require a contractor to grant licenses on terms that are reasonable
» under the circumstances, rather than on a "nonexclusive royalty?free
» basis," Although the granting of nonexclusive licenses may in some
» cases be sufficient to encourage commercialization of an invention;
» in other cases, some degree of exclusivity may be necessary,
» Accordingly, the language as amended Is sufficiently broad to permit
» a requirement that the contractor grant an exclusive, as well as a
» nonexclusive license, The language of this section has also been
» amended to require the contractor to grant licenses only to
» applicants who appear to be responsible, and who would appear to have
» the ability to utilize the invention, In addition, the parenthetical
» phrase "except as against the Government" has been deleted in view of
» the amendments to Section 1(h),
»
» SECTION 1(g)
»
» (g) Where the principal or exclusive [(except as against the
» Government)] rights to an invention are acquired by the contractor,
» the Government shall have the right to require the granting of a
» nonexclusive or exclusive license to [an] a responsible applicant(s)
» [royalty?free or] on terms that are reasonable in the circumstances
» (i) to the extent that the invention is required for public use by
» governmental regulations, or (ii) as may be necessary to fulfill
» health or safety needs, or (iii) for other public purposes stipulated
» in the contract
»
» COMMENTS: The Federal Council for Science and Technology has
» recommended the deletion of the phrase "royalty?free" in view of the
» fact that the application of this section is not predicated on the
» fact that the contractor himself is not using the invention, In
» extreme cases, however, the Federal Council believed that the phrase

.~.· ·,..• ,..·,.»,~onterms,that,are··,reasonable·in·the,circumstancesV·could,be..'..·~'''''''''·'''''''''''',., " , ,- ', ,.", _ ..".."..'..,.~ ,..~
» interpreted" broadly enough to include a royalty?free license. This
» section has also been amended to require licensing only to
» "responsible" applicants, The addition of "safety" needs was made to
» clarify the application of this provision to purposes of safety. The
» parenthetical phrase "except as against the Government" has been
» deleted in view of the amendments to Section 1(h).
»
»SECTION 1(h)
»
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» (h) Whenever the principal or exclusive rights in an invention remain
» in the contractor, the Government shall normally acquire, in addition
»to the rights set forth in Section 1(e), 1(t), and 1(g),
»
» (1) at least a nonexclusive, nontransferable, paid up license to
» make, use, and sell the invention throughout the world by or on
» behalf of the Government of the United States (including any
»Government agency) and States and domestic municipal governments,
» unless the agency head determines that it would not be in the public
» interest to acquire the license for the States and domestic municipal
» governments; and
»
» (2) the right to sublicense any foreign government pursuant to any
» existing or future treaty or agreement if the agency head determines
» it would be in the national interest to acquire this right; and
»
» (3) the principal or exclusive rights to the invention in any country
» In which the contractor does not elect to secure a patent.
»
» COMMENTS: The license rights of the Government and the contractor
» originally set forth in Sections I(a), (b), (c), (e), (t), (g), and
» (h) are now set forth in Sections 1(h) and (I). Section 1(h) covers
» the situation where the principal or exclusive rights remain in the
» contractor.
»
» Section 1(h) has been amended to include the minimum rights to be
» retained by the Government in all cases where the contractor has been
» given principal or, exclusive rights to an invention.
»
» Section 1(h)(1) defines the scope of the license that the Government
» shall normally acquire both for its own use as well as for use by
» States and municipal governments. A license for use by the States and
» domestic municipal governments is normally acquired, unless the
» agency head determines that it is not in the public interest to do
» so. Section 1(h)(1) as amended spells out the meaning of the
» definition of "governmental purposes," and therefore, that phrase no
» longer appears in the Policy Statement.
»
»
»
>> ~------------------------------------------------------------------

»Techno-L archives are available on UVentures.com.
» Techno-L is a free service provided by UTEK Corporation
» (Amex: UTK) for technology transfer professionals.

"»"To'access,the'searchable'archives;"registerFREE'al·,··.. .. ,... • '.
» http://www.uventures.com
»
»To subscribe, e-mail: techno-I-subscribe@lists.uventures.com
»To unsubscribe, e-mail:techno-l-unsubscribe@lists.uventures.com
» For additional commands, e-mail: techno-I-help@lists.uventures.com
»
»
»
»
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From:
To:
Date:
SUbject:

"Sullivan, Kristi" <kristi@warf.org>
"Norman Latker" <NJL@browdyneimark.com>
4/12/04 4:49PM
RE: Draft Letter To N.I.H.

Norm:
My reaction to your proposed letter to NIH on the Love March-in rights
effort is as follows:
I believe the first portion dealingwith the intent of the drafters and
the purpose of the Bayh-DoleAct is strong but the latter portion tends
to be more argumentativeand a bit like a "he says, she says" situation.
My suggestion is to keep the first portion intact and then under the
heading"Control of Drug Prices" have the letter read:

Control of Drug Prices

"Bayh-Dole is not an instrument to control drug prices. What I
find most disturbing about the subject petitions is the attempt to
transform a fundamental piece of intellectual property law into an
administrative mechanism to control drug prices, with no regard for the
consequences.

The drafters of Bayh-Dole never envisioned that the law could
authorize government funding agencies to compel private entities to
divulge internal accounts or pricing information, which is why the Act
lacks any functionalcriteria specifying how this could be done.

If the drafters had intended such an interpretation, we would
have inserted specific criteria into the law to enable the funding
agency to assess exactly what a reasonable price might be. No such
criteria are found, precisely because controlling patent rights on the
basis of price was antithetical to what the drafters had in mind.
Moreover, attempting to set the price of a product in the market place
having only the knowledge embraced by an embryonic inventionprior to
any knowledge of the cost of its developmentand even acceptance in the
market defies logic and would only defeat the policy and objectives of
the Bayh-DoleAct and deprive the public of benefiting from valuable
inventions. II

This is a view from the university position leaving pricing to the
province of the drug company.

I was really concerned about your sentence in the Scalia Rule portion,
namely, "Property rights are inherently invested with the ability to set
prices" as giving Love and company another basis for their position.

Howard

-----Original Message-----
From: Norman Latker [mailto:NJL@browdyneimark.comj
Sent: Friday, April 09, 2004 3:43 PM
To: sheldon_steinbach@ace.nche.edu; astevens@bu.edu; kphillips@cogr.edu;
rhardy@cogr.edu; niels@comcast.com; Michael.Remington@dbr.com;
P_harsche@fccc.edu; Owen_C_Hughes@groton.pfizer.com; ahammer@mit.edu;
jallen@nttc.edu; Sullivan, Kristi; jon.soderstrom@yale.edu
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From: "Norman Latker" <NJL@browdyneimark.com>
To: <Techno-I@lists.uventures.com>
Date: 5/13/04 3:49PM
SUbject: [techno-I] Essential Inventions Petitions and Sanders' Amendments to
DHHSAppropriations Bill

Below is a site to an undated news release from Congo Sanders office regarding his unsuccessful efforts
to amend the DHHS appropriation bill to require that all drugs developed with taxpayer dollars be
marketed at a "reasonable price"
He supports this on the mistaken fact that, "Almost all of the health care research and development

dollars in the United States, both public and private, is spent on the development of prescription drugs"
and that the dominant public portion of this funding demands a public equity in establishing a "reasonable
price" for sale of drugs touched by the public R&D portion.
This is incorrect on its face as any investigation (no matter how modest) will establish that virtually all the
public funding involved is directed to thousands of basic research grants to explore the the frontiers of the
life sciences. Most likely none of these grants involve creating the clinical data nessary in the development
of a drug for FDA licensure. At most, a minor portion of this funding will result in identification of a
composition of matter which evidences a medicinal utility which could be pursued through the FDA with
private capital. Even the private R&D funding identified is not used for producing the clinical data nessary
to bring potential drugs discovered during such R&D to the marketplace.
In short, there is no basis to presume that any of the research funding identified has anything to do with

paying for the clinical data necessary for FDA licensure.
Of course, it quite clear that it is the private sector that funds substantfally all the clinical data necessary

whether the potential drug involved is derived from public or private research. It is also clear that if public
research is the source, the private funding for clinical data far exceeds by many multiples the funding for
the grants that produced the potential drug.
Congo Sanders unsuccessful efforts have now morphed into a Tulane law article which falsely maintains

that the Bayh-Dole Act provides NIH with the authority to set a reasonable price without a Sanders
amendment. The Tulane article clearly crosses the line from academic objectivity into a 62 page polemic
act on the Bayh=Dole Act. Essential Inventions uses this article as the primary basis for their march-in
petitions at NIH either without review or disregarding its contrived conclusion.They are further pursuing
congressional support for this position with some success.

The time has come for technology transfer people to alert their congressional representatives about the
misrepresentations used to support these petitions and the Sanders amendments

http://www.netmagic.net/-franklin/AHC07b.html

Techno-L archives are available on UVentures.com.
Techno-L is a free service provided by UTEK Corporation
(Amex: UTK) for technology transfer professionals.
To access the searchable archives, register FREE at
http://www.uventures.com

Page 11

To subscribe, e-mail: techno-I-subscribe@lists.uventures.com
To unsubscribe, e-mail:techno-l-unsubscribe@lists.uventures.com
For additional commands, e-mail: techno-I-help@lists.uventures.com

J
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Carole and Norman Latker <Latkerc@bellatlantic.net>
<njl@browdyneimark.com>
5/21/045:06AM
Re: [techno-I] Essential Inventions Petitions and Sanders' Amendmentsto DHHS
Appropriations Bill

Jamie
First, your last paragraph requires me to note that I have AIDS in my

family. My concern for AIDS victims is every bit
equal to yours. However, it does not extend to undoing the Bayh-Dole Act
which, as we hoped, acted to improve and extend the lives of millions of
Americans. I am defending Bayh-Dole not Abbott. I believe everyone who
cares about the well-being of Americans in the future should also be
doing the same.With regard to acting, I don't think you should be
pretending that your petition is a one shot deal. The authors of the
Tulane article (the basis for your petition) explicitly state that they
can make a case that every drug on the market is touched by government
research dollars. They maintain that this makes them subject to the
march-in provisions of the Act as they define them. That would make the
Act useless in the future as an incentive to invest the millions
necessary to bring an unproven drug lead through FDA.
Now to your argument that the Act gives NIH the authority to march-in

if they find the sales price unreasonable. The Tulane article supports
this by arguing that the "reasonable terms" language that can be read
into sec.203a of the Act must be interpreted to include a reasonable
price. However, on page _ the authors agree that "reasonable terms"
includes other conditions. The "other conditions"can be easily
identified from the Act and its authentic legislative history. They
clearly do not include "price" within the context of sec.203a.The
introductory language of 203 indicates that it applies generally to
"contractors;assignees and Iicensees".However, Sec.203a applies only to
"contractors and assignees" while the other sections under 203 apply to
all three entities identified in the introduction. By design 203a does
not apply to "licensees" who are in the end the people that set the
sales price. Clearly, the contractors and assignees (which can only be a
patent management org. under the Act) who must license are not required
under the Act to set sale prices for their licensees who are not covered
by 203a. If they tried do so on their own inititive everyne on this
board call tell you what the result will.be. So much for the Tulane
article argument that "reasonable terms must include prices.
But what does "reasonable terms" mean in the context of 203a? A license

is a contract within which the word "terms" makes sense. "Terms" makes
no sense in the context of a sale to the public because a sale is not a
contract and carries no "terms". One of the clear meanings supported by

~,··~,""·~····,···~~~"·the·authentic·legislative··history·oHhe·AcHs"thaPreasonable·terms'L~"••.""""•••_.".""•••••"~"~'~""""""'"""'""'~""""~'"""'"""""-""""'
translates into "reasonable royalties".

James Love wrote:

> Norman, the Bayh-Dole act does have march-in rights, and 201(f) refers
> to making inventions available to the public on reasonable terms.
> This means something.
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>
> That said, while the Bayh-Dole gives the government rights in the
> patent, it does not eliminate other protections the firms have for
> their investments in trials. In the US, Europe, Australia and
> elsewhere, companies get separate rights in data from clinical trials.
> In the US this is 5 years of exclusive rights to use the data for FDA
> regulation. In Europe it is about 10 years. Abbott has some patents
> with Bayh-Dole rights in them, and they are very important. Abbott
> has also had rights in data, which are expired.
>
> If the tech transfer community wants to defend abbott, which increased
> its price by 400 percent in one day, and which charges US consumers 10
> times the prices it charges in many high income countries, and 5 times
> more in the US market when ritonavir is used with non-abbott products,
> then fine. But don't act as if it is a stretch to say this is not
> making the product available to the public on reasonable terms. It is
> just evidence that you resent the public has any say in how these
> taxpayer funded inventions are commercialized.
>
> Jamie Love
>
> Norman Latker wrote:
>
» Below is a site to an undated news release from Congo Sanders office
» regarding his unsuccessful efforts to amend the DHHS appropriation
» bill to require that all drugs developed with taxpayer dollars be
» marketed at a "reasonable price"
» He supports this on the mistaken fact that, "Almost all of the
» health care research and development dollars in the United States,
» both public and private, is spent on the development of prescription
» drugs" and that the dominant public portion of this funding demands a
» public equity in establishing a "reasonable price" for sale of drugs
» touched by the public R&D portion.
» This is incorrect on its face as any investigation (no matter how
» modest) will establish that virtually all the public funding involved
» is directed to thousands of basic research grants to expiore the the
» frontiers of the life sciences. Most likely none of these grants
» involve creating the clinical data nessary in the development of a
» drug for FDA licensure. At most, a minor portion of this funding will
» result in identification of a composition of matter which evidences a
» medicinal utility which could be pursued through the FDA with private
» capital. Even the private R&D funding identified is not used for
» producing the clinical data nessary to bring potential drugs
» discovered during such R&D to the marketplace. In short, there is no

.·.. •..m..... .zz.basls.to..presume.that.any.of.the research.fundmgldentltied..has.i.;.•.•.~... ~ m............. . ..
» anything to do with paying for the clinical data necessary for FDA
» licensure.
» Of course, it quite clear that it is the private sector that funds
» substantfally all the clinical data necessary whether the potential
» drug involved is derived from public or private research. It is also
» clear that if public research is the source, the private funding for
» clinical data far exceeds by many multiples the funding for the
» grants that produced the potential drug. Congo Sanders unsuccessful>" efforts have now morphed into a Tulane law article which falsely
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» maintains that the Bayh-Dole Act provides NIH with the authority to
» set a reasonable price without a Sanders amendment. The Tulane
» article clearly crosses the line from academic objectivity into a 62
» page polemic act on the Bayh=Dole Act. Essential Inventions uses this
» article as the primary basis for their march-in petitions at NIH
» either without review or disregarding its contrived conclusion.They
» are further pursuing congressional support for this position with
» some success.
» The time has come for technology transfer people to alert their
» congressional representatives about the misrepresentations used to
» support these petitions and the Sanders amendments
»
» http://www.netmagic.netl-franklin/AHC07b.html
»
»
>> ----------~-----------------------------------------------.-----

» Techno-L archives are available on UVentures.com.
» Techno-L is a free service provided by UTEK Corporation
» (Amex: UTK) for technology transfer professionals.
» To access the searchable archives, register FREE at
» htlp://www.uventures.com
»
» To subscribe, e-mail: techno-I-subscribe@lists.uventures.com
» To unsubscribe, e-mail:techno-l-unsubscribe@lists.uventures.com
» For additional commands, e-mail: techno-l-help@lists.uventures.com
»
»
»
»
>
>
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statute. Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S. 420, 431 (2000). A court derives
the plain meaning of the statute from its text and structure. Alexander v.
Sandoval, 532 U.S. 275, 288 (2001). If the language is clear and fits the
case, the plain meaning of the statute generally will be regarded as
conclusive. Sullivan v. Stroop, 496 U.S. 478, 482 (1990); see also VE
Holding Corp. v. Johnson Gas Appliance Co., 917 F.2d 1574, 1579-80 (Fed.
Cir. 1990) (noting that unambiguous statutory language controls, unless
legislative intent is clearly contrary or when its application produces a
result so unlikely that Congress could not have intended it). rQ9We have
stated time and again that courts must presume that a legislature says in a
statute what it means and means in a statute what it says mere.reo Conn.
NatrQOI Bank v. Germain, 503 U.S. 249, 253-54 (1992).rQ¥

Reversing the Court of Federal Claims, the Federal Circuit held that
rQ£[t]he language of the statute at issue in this case is clear and
unambiguous, and absent extraordinary circumstances our inquiry must
end here. See VE Holding, 917 F.2d at 1580. Thus, it is unnecessary
to seek clarification in the admittedly sparse legislative history,
***rQ¥

IMPORTANT NOTICE: The preceding message may be confidential or protected by
the attorney-client privilege. It is not intended for transmission to, or
receipt by, any unauthorized persons. If you believe that it has been sent
to you in error, do not read it. Please reply to the sender that you have
received the message in error. Then destroy it. Thank you.
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From:
To:
Date:
SUbject:

<jraubits@doc.gov>
<NJL@browdyneimark.com>
8/18/0410:08PM
Fyv: Norfolk Dredging v. United States: Statutory Interpretation Principles

Here's the quote. Thought we had a great conversation today.

******************************

John H. Raubitschek
Patent Counsel
U.S. Department of Commerce
Room 4835
14th and Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20230
voice (202) 482-8010; fax (202) 482-0253

PRIVILEGED & CONFIDENTIAL
Attorney-Client Communication
Attorney Work Product
----- Forwarded by John RaubitscheklHCHB/Osnet on 08/18/2004 03:59 PM -----

"Wegner, Harold
C."
<hwegner@foley.co
m>

cc

To

07/07/200402:09
PM Subject

Norfolk Dredging v. United States:
Statutory Interpretation Principles

Norfolk Dredging Co. v. United States, _ F.3d _ (Fed. Cir. July 7,
2003)(Linn, J.), revr<;:Og 58 Fed. CI. 741 (2003), contains an excellent
summary of the principles of statutory interpretation and the controlling
importance of the wording of the statute
Regards
Hal

r<;:£Statutory interpretation begins with the language of the
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fields of medical technology and pharmaceuticals.

Nowhere is this more true than in the

My name is Norman Latker. I am here as a private

~citizen to speak in the defense of the Bayh-Dole Act as it was

intended to be read and how it has been practiced for 25 years.

The Act has fostered the development of a potent four-way

the world combined.

partnership between researchers, their institutions, governme~

and industry. This partnership has become a powerful engine ~~

innovation, generating more practical advances than the rest o~
£::¥
~

~

Should the petitioner succeed in subverting one of the

key precepts of Bayh-Dole - that of according broad marketpl~¢e
~.:,{::':,:,

,c}x-\

prerogatives to the developers of government-funded invent16hs -

the equilibrium of the partnership will be broken and this

marvelous engine of innovation will stall.

I hope I can provide some perspective on the Bayh-Dole

Act, large portions of which I helped to draft back in the

1970s, when I served as Patent Counsel for the Department of

the Act's implementing regulations, to which the authors of the

petitions heavily refer, and the HEW administrative policy that

Senator Bayh referenced.
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The petition relies entirely on a recent article in

the Tulane Law Review to support its contention that federal

agencies have the authority to end the exclusive right of a

developer of a government funded invention, if the invention is

being sold at an unreasonable price. This article unfortunately

paints a highly distorted picture both of the Act itself and the

legislative process leading to its passage in order to support

its conclusion.

~ Before the ~nactment
~ of government-sponsored health

was no

~
safety

"

of Bayh-Dole, an enormous amount

research went to waste, as ther~

«« 1(..
incentive to invest in e s t.abLi.ahLnq the utility '+iIiFr' IV'~ (t!'(r""w

, ~ }
to bring resulting inventions to the marketplace.

inventions resulting from government research are mostly

conceptual in nature, having no established utility or safety.

To bring these inventions into practical application required a

significant investment by the private sector. The private

exceeds by many multiples the government funding that produced

these inventions. This is especially the case with regard to

life science

J
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The Act recognized that the contribution by the American public

to support health research was a public equity that should be,

and would be, rewarded by the Act's success in extending and

improving the liveIi of American taxpalers/ CItf"'t})~'1 "~e.JJwbJ .1,
~J~ ~w~",O(. i IN'"t 'kt ~I'~tl:: f f /0(0,; fJwrl -flvt '-V"(I., -r~"#t r ,.
fl.",/J' ,~rf'l_lfa..J/. . IK , ..... elt''t. tfl

- Sur answer to the QTpbJ o£ encourag~ industry to

make this investment ~t~~c~rd~i~ellectualproperty rights
"-

in full to the inventing organization, rather than to the

government agency that financed their discovery. This allowed

them to use the patent system as it has always been used: to

leverage their rights to attract the capital to prove ~~
tt..rtf, t ~ Nt>C,fOll"".:J, 1'1 J Je.{'oe'Y"':1.

inventions' safoty 2nd utilit~: Their freedom was not

unlimi ted. 'l'!oe ~rch-in provisions were conceivedl as

extraordinary measures to be used only when there was

overwhelming need to protect the public against non-use or

unreasonable use of inventions as called for in §200 of the Act .

..
In comparison, neither the Tulane article or the. .

petition takes into account the developer's investment compared

article's conclusion is justified by the fact that the total sum

of government funded health research exceeds that of industry.

This they submit creates "a public equity" beyond that addressed
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by the Act and supports their march-in concept (see "Thematic

Question" on page 634).

Even though the "public equity" defined by the authors

is different from that addressed in the Bayh-Dole legislative

history, it is used to incor+ectly identify the motive for the

Act's march-in provisions on page 659 as follows:

"The march-in provisions became the linchpin

of the entire enterprise because Congress

wanted to balance the demands of private

industry against .the "public equity" that

resulted from the massive public investment of

funds to produce these patented inventions."

This is supported nowhere in the legislative history

of the Act. The authors then point out that the Act's

definition of "practical application" in §203(a) of the march-in

provisions includes a requirement that the invention be made

available to the public on "reasonable terms". From there, the

article and petition argue that "reasonable terms" can be

interpreted, in an ordinary context, as including a "reasonable
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price", and that the funding agency is therefore authorized to

asses s what a "reasonable" market price might be.

A plain reading of §203(a) itself without any

reference to any legislative history establishes that the

petitioner and the authors are absolutely wrong.

of 203 apply to contractors, assignees and

management organizations. In comparison,

sees are not included. The contractors are

Sec 'on 203(a) only applies to contractors and

assignees.

are

the

non-profit organi ations and small businesses, and the assignees

licensees, and the last section applies only to licensees.

In 1980, it was lear that health inventions made by

the non-profit organizations and small businesses subject to

If

clearance.

because they did nottheir inventions to practical a

Section 203(A) had to be licen ed to larger businesses to bring

there is nothing in the Act that requires

sales price of an invention

have the resources necessary to 0

they attempt to do so on their own initiativ it would

I

].ww..... w... .These contractors .<md..assJ,9. '2.~.s£l~£EJ.Y..s!Q.r:Q1;:..~~:t; ..:t;.~.E:.... •.••...•.•~ .

i
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subject to

predicta

price is

chance to negotiate a license. The sales

the licensee who as indicated is not

Sin e no party subject to Section 203(A) in 1980 set

did "reasonable terms" mean in the

in 1980? The term referenced are

tors subject to Section 203(A) are

assume that "rea onable terms" include a "reasonable price".

directed to

market prices, 't is clear that there is no reason whatever to

context

required to negotiate into their license contracts. This makes

perfect sense, since the wor "terms" is normally used in the

context of a contract. no sense as applied to the

licensee (who is not subject to tion 203(A», because there

are no "terms" attached to the sale of a product in the open

market.

detail the petition's claim ttl t case law and the Scalia test

contract

royalties"

The mo obvious "term" to address in a license

There is an extensive history in

is no necessity to address in
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establishes that "reasonable tems" must include a "reasonable

knowing that their contribution in proving utility

would be ignored and the government could challenge

price", because the findings in these

n 1980,

to set prices in

be interpreted

given the freedom to set

price on licen ed health
,,;J,,~ e.)

rr" InIa~ not

the commercial development of

be widely available. No

to commit resources required to

into the marketplace, thereby

did not .set the

the function of

n would invest

xt with the fact that

If the

In context, "

are out

the marketplace.

products, as that

to mean a limitation on

subject to Section 20

prices, it would

ensure an invention's

obviating

any

and

their s les price after marketing.

~~£~-'-'~-"~--'--'i--- _-_._-'- .. ...fh ~ !.,;,.;,'",.IJ/" _71 ij'iOion; the drafters 'h~d'ini:endecr'~;;';:F-?p""-"---'----""""-'- ,.,.

~erpretation, we would have inserted specific criteria into

the law to enable the fundin~agency to assess exactly what a

~ .-
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reasonable price might be. A~ehc I alunE u£ dele ePlgrees,~

drafters had in mind.

such criteria are found, precisely because controlling patent

rights on the basis of price was antithetical to what the
•"rI. 'f ~ /;)

~
t' k~ fa;

tr."'" N.
!C is ±mp6£LdlIL LD uW£1l±Ile fhe Tulane artic ~ "'k~t

purported legislative history of the Act on pages 656-667 of the~f

article ~o jemonstrate ltat Uo WUa r
' § are wi Jl in 3 In is to ~1''' .~,,~

s~part their theOry. The Bayh-Dole legislative history 4.) f
includes only the law itself, the committee report on the bill,

and the floor debate on that particular bill. The Act's

legislative history does not include debates on other bills that

were not enacted.

Notwithstanding, 70 of the footnotes of the total

number of the 82 on pages 656-667 reference statements that are

clearly outside of the Bayh-Dole legislative history. The

petition's footnotes 10, 12 and 14 are among these 70 footnotes.

Only 12 footnotes of the total 82 are directed to comments or

quotes from the hearings and Senate Report on the Act. Not one
=,"-",",,"-~"';",,'''''-~'_~~_'~~_,,~'''9__'=_'~'_A~'~,",~~~"~~~''W.'_""_""'''~''';'''''-~·_~",''''~r'~"''''~~''''''''~''''''',",~'''''''''',"".·,·"~;"'"~· · · ' · · " " """'·~'·'~'·"~· ·.·.~A·~~.··'~M="~·'~"·~'~~,·~"_~·~_.'"'·~"";""'''~~.",''~'~~'_'''''''''''''"_-,"''''';~,,"",,"C;~~'•.~""","",

of these 12 explicitly or by implication addresses the issue of

pricing. Of the 12, footnotes 174 and 180 discussed by Senator

Bayh reference a discussion in the senate hearings and report
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limited to a pay-back provision which has nothing to do with the

article's pricing theory.

20 of the 70 footnotes reflect quotes by well-known

opponents of contractor ownership of federal inventions

including Admiral H. G. Rickover, General Russell Long,

Congressman Jack Brooks, Ralph Nader and others. Twelve of the

20 ~Admiral Rickover who's expertise in patents was

derived from observing R&D contracts designed to fully build

nuclear submarines entirely at government expense. There is

nothing in these statements beyond their well-known objection to

such contractor ownership that suggests that they would accept

the contractor ownership policy found in the Act if it was only

conditioned by a reservation in the government to determine a

reasonable price after marketing of the government funded

invention.

My September 27, 1976 statement on government patent

policy before a HOuse Committee is referenced in footnote 157
!
!

L__ "~""""",,,,-",,",and,used"as"the,""~,s"o"ur,c,e"""","o,f" onl~ th~""fQJ,J,.Qy,rj!Lg££m!!!!cE2g!"gIJ·.J2egE::.. ~..m"."."" ••• ".""."

657:
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"There was also some testimony indicating

that the ph?rmaceutical industry acted as a

bloc to extort a favorable government patent

policy anq boycotted government patents in

order to gain greater rights."

My actual comments makes no reference whatsoever to

the phar":\llaceutical industry acting as "a bloc to extort" greater

rights.

More disconcerting, however, is the factptb!01~

stft"telUej)f I TitS ited to tb8 l~jrjstratjRn's progress to

refiii 1 15}

tne federal l!iltli' ?SJppgi is the '!5:dIilil !isLzuLioc ~~icy

~~ ~~Se1lawf BaYiol. ]he stateme:p.t provided an ext.ensLve

government-wid~ administ~ativ~\A
CoJ\ I /tJ iI ,... ~V~.., ~U.;;l

in the Ac ent

ru

What is most disturbing about the subject petition is

attempt to transform this fundamental and successful piece

policy which was later reflected

arfSoele.

justification for the need for a

Con
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for a drug because

~~~on holds that

---_.---.
<,

inistrative" mechanism

the consequences.

any functional crit

ole never envisioned that the

unding agencies to compel

ernal accounts or pricing

s funding agencies

inventions after they

distributed in the marketplace by private sector

Based on tJTI'!'o~

I

infomation, which is w I \

private entities to

law could

the industry owner is

the government should

of intellec ual property law

to approve

initiatives.

the

be made

"practical

application" includes a req<:\'

authors

legislative history on what "available to the public on

r"-'---"'~"'avaTlabre' to"fhe'pii6'r-" or(·....rea·sona:l5Te· - ·rms·":.... ···rroW'·ev1'fr-;·..CJn·'P'aq..e··..••···••·..····~

I 649 of the art' e the authors indicate that clear

I
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to

prices".

including a "reasonable

that it can be

reasonable" market price

The article and

price", and

the term applies to c

reasonable tems" means. Further, on

interpreted, in an

of

if

the

of the

also cite the Scalia

[First],

whether there

using established c

language

ordinary

The Sc~lia Rule ./ L ,./
~ ~'rq'll/

~t "reasonab1 tems" must include

" IVprice~bQ;!Ii . tall. 221 evi

rule:

decisionS$upporting that defin tion.

plain - we apply the ordinary meaning.
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Scalia's instruction to refer to the "textual context"

of the language is indeed helpful-but not to the argument put

forth by the authQrs of the petition. The march-in requests and

the entire body of the Bayh-Do1e Act and its legislative history

stress the overridi~g importance of delivering intellectual

property rights to innovators and developers. Property rights

are inherently invest~d with the ability to set prices. The Act

also emphasizes the broad dissemination of the benefits of the

invention to society.

Healthcare Policy

Healthcare reform has been under consideration in the

Congress recently and the possibility of the policies of state-

mandated price controls or broad entitlements to healthcare as

they exist in European countries have been discussed. But the

appropriate means to effect such policies must be through pUblic

debate, legislation and/or referenda.

look for shortcuts. But twisting intellectual property law into

a political weapon of expediency is not the answer.
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Accordingly, I feel strongly that the petitioners'

request for march-in under §203(a) of the Act, motivated

entirely by a desire to control drug prices and based on a

contrived interpretation of the law must be denied.

C:\My Documents\NJL\WrittenPaper.doc
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My name is Norman Latker. I am here as a private

citizen to speak in the defense of the Eayh-Dole Act as it was

four-wayfostered the development of a p

marvelous engine of innovation will stall.

Should the petitioner succeed in subverting one of the

the world combined. Nowhere is this more tJ:'\le than in the

the .equilibrium of the partnership will be broken and this

prerogatives to the developers of government-funded inventions -

fii;ilds of medical technology and pharmaceuticals.

key precepts of Eayn-Dole - that of according broad marketplace

and industry. This partnership has become a powerf~l engine of

innovation, generating more practical advances than the rest of

intended to be read and how it has bsenpracticed for 25 years.
1

'§artnership between researchers, their institutions, government

I hope I can provide some perspective on the Bayh-Dole

Act, large portions of Which I helped to draft back in the

1~70s, when I served as Patent Counsel for the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare (HEW). I was also an architect of

the Act's implementing regulations, to which the authors of the

petitions heavily and the HEW administrative policy that

Senator Bayh referenced.
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Tpe petition relies entirely on a recent article in

the t~lane Law Review to support its contention that federal

a.gencies have the authority to end the excl~sive risht of a

developer of a government funded invention, if the invention is

being sold at an ~nreasonable price. This article unfortunately

pa.ints a highly distorted picture both of the Act itself and the

legislative proceSS leading to its passage in order to support

its conclusion.

Before the e~ctment of Bayh-Dole, an enormous amount

of government-sponsored health research went to waste, ae there

was no incentive to invest in establishing the utility and

safety to bring resulting inventions to the marketplace.

The drafters of the Act understood that that

inventions resulting from government research are mostly

conceptual in nature, having no established utility or safety.

To bring these inventions into practical application required a

significant investment by the private sector. The private

inve~tment necessary to prove utility and safety normally

exceeds by many multiples the government funding that produced

these inventions. This is especially the case with regard to

life science inventions, the subject of the march-in petition.
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The Act ~ecognized that the contribution by the American public

to support health research was a public equity that should be,

and would be, ~ewarded by the Act's success in e~tending and

improving the lives of American taxpayers.

our answer to the problem of encouraging industry to

make this investment was to accord intellectual property rights

in full to the inventing organization, rather than to the

government agency that financed their disco~ery. This allowed

them to use the patent system as it has always been used: to

leverage their rights to attract the capital to prove the

inventions' safety and utility_ Their freedom was not

unlimited. The march-in provisions were conceived, as

extraordinary measures to be used only when there was

overwhelming need to protect the public against non-use or

unreasonable use of inventions as called for in §200 of the Act.

In comparison, neither the Tulane article or the

petition takes into account the developer's investment compared

to that of the government in specifio situations. Instead, the

article's conclusion is justified by the fact that the total sum

government resEO...rch that of industry.

This they submit creates "a pUblic equity" beyond that addressed
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by the Act and supports their maroh-in concepc (see "Thematic

Question" on page 634) •

Even though the "public equity" defined by the authors

is different from that addressed in the Bayh-Dole legislative

history, it is used to incorrectly identify the motive for the

Act's march-in provisions on page 659 as follows:

"The maX'ch-in provisione became the linohpin

of the entire enterprise because Congress

wanted to balance the demande of private

Lnduatry against the "publio equity" that

resulted from the massive public investment of

funds to produce these patented inventions. I'

This is supported nowhere in the legislative history

of the Act. The authors then point out that the Act's

definition of "practical application" in §203 (a) of the march-in

provisions includes a requirement that the invention be made

available to the p1.1.blic on "reasonable terms". From there, the

article and petition argue that "reasonable terms" can be
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price", and that the funding agency is therefore authorized to

assess what a "reasonaole" market price might oe.

A plain reading of §203(a) itself without any

reference to any legislative history establishes that the

petitioner and the authors are absolutely wrong.

Section 203(a) only applies to contractors and

assignees. Licensees are not included. The contractors are

non-profit organizations and small businesses, and the assignees

are limited to patent management organizations. In comparison,

the next two sections of 203 apply to contractors, assignees and

licensees, and the last seotion applies only to licensees.

In 1980, it was clear that health inventions made by

the non-profit organizations and small businesses subject to

Section 203 (A) had to be licensed to larger businesses to oring

their inventions to practical application, because they did not

have the resources necessary to obtain FDA clearance.

These contractors and assignees clearly do nat set the

sales price of an invention marketed by their licensee, and

"'.. _"'M'-~-"'-clierEi'''Ts'n6Enrn9-Irt'Eli8''AoCthat;; requfresThs!tt'tO' do-so":"-"IT--'-'-'~-"-'--"'--"'-'-'-'"

they attempt to do so on their own initiative it would
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predictably kill any chance to negotiate a license. The sales

price is set only by the licensee who as indicated is not

subject to Section 203 (A) .

since no party subject to Section 203 (A) in 1980 set

market prices, it is clear that there is no reason whatever to

assume that "reasonable terms" include a "reasonable price".

Well then, what did "reasonable terms" mean in the

context of Section 203 (A) in 1980? The term referenced are

directed to those contractors subject to Section 203 (A) are

required to negotiate into their license contracts. This makes

perfect sense, since the word "terms" is normally used in the

context of a contract. It makes no sense as applied to the

licensee (who is not SUbject to Section 203(A», because there

are no "terms" attached to the sale of a product in the open

market.

The most obvious "tem" to address in a license

contract is the royalty rate. There is an extensive history in

government patent la,~ that "reasonable terms" and "reasonable

i~-~-"",~-,~--_·~·,~-,,J::Q¥aLtiB.a!'._,a~Qn~QJ,;§J;Y,~l'Jl§~lLi ~,"l1Q-!1~£,!i~ s.t.!;X_;;g"J~sJ"gre~!L.in_,__ "_,~ ,"_,_","."",~_._,

detail the petition's claim that case law and the Scalia test
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establishes that "reaeonalJle terms" must include a "reasonable

price", because the findings in these cases and the Scalia test

are out of context with the fact that the contractor in 1$60,

under Section 203 (A) , did not set the price On licensed health

products, as that was the function of the licensee and was not

subject to Section 203 (A) •

In context, "reasonable terms" cannot be interpreted

to mean a limitation on the developer'S ability to set prices in

the marketplace.

If the rights-holder were not given the freedom to set

prices, it would not be willing to commit resources required to

ensure an invention'S delivery into the marketplace, thereby

obviating the requirement that it be widely available. No

commercial ooncern would invest in the commercial development of

any invention knowing that their contribution in proving utility

and safety would be ignored and the government could challenge

their sales price after marketing.

Again, if the drafters had intended such an

interpretation, we would have inserted specific criteria into

the law to enable the funding agency to assess exactly what a
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reasonable price might be. As the Tulane article agrees, no

such criteria are found, precisely because controlling patent

rights on the basis of price was antithetical to what the

drafters had in mind.

It is important to examine the Tulane article's

purported legislative history of the Act on pages 555-557 of the

article to demonstrate what the author's are willing to do to

support their theory. The Bayh-Oole legislative history

includes only the law itself, the committee report on the bill,

and the floor debate on that particular bill. The Act's

legislative history does not include debates on other bills that

were not enacted.

NotWithstanding, 70 of the footnotes of the total

numbsr of the 82 on pages 555-667 reference statements that are

clearly outside of the Bayh-Dole legislative history. The

petition's foctnotss 10, 12 and 14 are among these 70 fOotnotes.

Only 12 footnotes of the total 82 are directed to comments or

quotes from the hearings and Senate Report on the Act. Not one

of these 12 explicitly or by implication addresses the issue of

pricing. Of the 12, footnotes 174 end 180 disoussed ~y ~~nator

Bayh reference a discussion in the senate hearings and report
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limited to a pay-back provision which has nothing to do with the

article's pricing theorI.

20 of the 70 footnotes reflect quotes by well-known

opponents of contractor ownership of federal inventions

including Admiral H. G. Rickover, General Russell Long,

congressman Jack Brooks, Ralph Nader and others. Twelve of the

20 Admiral !dckover who I s expertise in pat.ent.s was

derived from observing R&D contracts designed to fully build

nuclear submarines entirely at government expense. There is

nothing in these statements beyond their well-known objection to

such contractor ownership that suggests that they would accept

the contractor ownership policy found in the Act if it was only

conditioned by a reservation in the government to determine a

reasonable price after marketing of the government funded

invention.

My September 27, 1976 statement on government patent

policy before a House Committee is referenced in footnote 157

and used as the source of only the following comment on page

657,
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"There was also some testimony indicating

that the pharmaceutical industry acted as a

bloc to extort a favorable government patent

policy and boycotted government patents in

order to gain greater rights."

My actual comments makes no referenoe whatsoever to

the pharmaceutical industry acting as "a bloc to extort" greater

rights.

More disconcerting, however, is the fact that my

statement was directed to the Administration's progress to

extend to all the Federal R&D agencies the administrative policy

referenced by Senator Bayh. The statement provided an extensive

justification for the need for a government-wide administrative

policy which was later reflected in the .~t. The statement went

well beyond those upon which the author's focused, This kind of

selectivity is evidenced throughout pages 656-667 of the

article.

Control of Drug Prices

its attempt to transform this fundamental and successful piece
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of intellectual property law into an administrative mechanism to

control drug prices! with no regard for the consequences.

The drafters of Bayh-Dole never envisioned that the

law could authorize government funding agencies to compel

private entities to divulge internal accounts or pricing

information, which is why the Act lacks any functJ.onal criteria

specifying how this could be done.

Based on the Tulane article, the petition holds that

the government should issue multiple licenses for a drug because

the industry owner is charging too much, and quite falsely

assert that the Act invests funding agencies with the authority

to approve the pricing of inventions after they have been

developed and distributed in the marketplace by private sector

initiatives.

Beyond the author's purported legislative history, the

authcrs argue that the Act's definition of 'practical

application" includes a requirement that the invention be made

available to the public on "reasonable terms". However, on page

legislative history on w'nat "available to the public on
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reasonable terms" means. F'.lrther, on page Ei51 they agl:ee that

the term applies to conditions other than "reasonable pricss".

The article and petitioner then argue that it can be

interpreted, in an ordinary context, as inclUding a "reasonable

price", and that the funding agency is therefore authorized to

assess What a "reasonable" mal:ket price might be.

The Scalia Rule

That "reasonable terms"~ include the notion of

price, they maintain, is eVidenced by a number of court

decisions supporting that definition. They also cite the Scalia

rule:

[First], find the ordinary meaning of the

language in its textual context; and second,

using established canons of construction, ask

'whether there is any clear indication that

some permissible meaning other than the

ordinary applies. If not - and especially if

a good reason for the ordinary meaning appears

- we apply the ordinary meaning.
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Scalia's instruction to refer to the "textual context"

of the language is indeed helpful-but not to the argument put

forth by the authors of the petition. The march-in requests and

the entire body of the Bayh-Dole Act and its legislative history

stress the overrioing importance of oelivering intellectual

property rights to innovators and developers. Property rights

are inherently invested with the ability to set prices. The Act

also emphasizes the broad dissemination of the benefits of the

invention to society.

Healthcare policy

Healthcare reform has been under consideration in the

Congress recently and the possibility of the policies of state-

mandated price controls or broad entitlements to healthcare as

they exist in European countries have been discussed. But the

appropriate means to effect such policies must be through public

debate, legislation and/or referenda.

Obviously any healthcare reform effort could face

resistance from vested interests, and it is tempting for some to

i~~~·",~,·~·~,··~~~_l!l!lk..t,QX_"shQ!:.tQ,l.!~§",~"J:?J,jj;~~J;:t[j,§Ung,j,!1t~Ue9tY~LpXQ~1:i;;:lJ,,~YLiJ;}j;,9,_~~,~,, __,_",~",_

a political weapon of expediency is not the answer.
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Accordingly, I feel strongly that the petitioners'

request for march-in under §203(a) of the Act, motivated

entirely by a desire to control drug prices and based on a

contrived interpretation of the law must be denied.

c:\MY D~cument5\NJL\writtenpaper.doc
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I am here as a private citizen. I do not wish to use

any ofmy 15 minutes to identify my credentials, so I attached ~y

Drug pricing is a serious problem that affects

everyone and needs to be addressed. But this is not the forum

for its resolution.

As one of the draftsman of the Bayh-Dole Act, I am here today in

its defense.

What is most disturbing about the subject petition is

its attempt to ~ransform this fundamental and successful piece

of intellectual property law into an administrative mechanism to

control drug p~ices, with no regard for the consequences.

The Act has fostered the development of a potent four-way

partnership between researchers, their institutions, government

and industry. This partnership has become a powerful engine of

innovation, generating more practical advances than the rest of

the world combined. Nowhere is this more true than in the

fields of medical technology and pharmaceuticals.

Should the petitioner succeed in subvertirtg one of the

key precepts of Bayh-Dole - that of according broad marketplace

prerogatives to the developers of government-funded inventions -
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the equilibrium of the partnership will be broken and this

marvelous engine of innovation will stall.

i-~~~~o_o~oo_o_-,~o~o_~-~_o~WwO,~wTn:eW~Dast,rw~WfW(:rr-th~_wpwettt±~on~rswwttre"w~a'r'h,qat±onw'thoartheww~w--_oo-wwwwowww_'
I

march-in provisions of Bayh-Dole gives NIH the authority to

determine whether the price of a drug is unreasonable, and if

so, permits NIH to grant multiple licenses.

To support this, the petition maintains that the

entire government investment in health research and development

demands this interpretation of the march~in provisions, and that

the tem "reasonable terms" in Section 203(A) of the Act must be

interpreted in its ordinary context to mean "reasonable prices".

None of this is supported by a correct reading of the Act and

its legislative history.

The drafters of Bayh-Dole never envisioned that the

law could authorize government funding agencies to compel

private entities to divulge internal accounts or pricing

information, which is why the Act lacks any functional criteria

specifying how this could be done.

~.......ffOveof thi- w - • - - • -

is di~ed to drug research.R&D
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None of this is supported by a correct reading of the Act and

its legislative history.

The drafters of never envisioned that the

law could authorize government funding agencies to compel

private entities to divulge internal accounts or pricing

information, which is why the Act lacks any functional criteria

specifying how this could be done.

Only a very small portion of the government's health

R&D investment is directed to drug research. Most is directed

to grant funding to investigate the frontiers of the life

sciences.

The Act is directed to creating an incentive for

industry development of compositions of matter discovered during

grant research that have no proven utility and safety. The Act's

incentives were considered necessary because the government does

not develop drugs for the marketplace It is the private sector

that must prove the utility and safety necessary to obtain FDA

approval for marketing. The private sector investment necessary

to obtain FDA approval always exceeds by many multiples the

government funding that produced the composition of matter being

developed.
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The Act's legislative history makes clear that the

pUblic equity in funding the grants in question will be

_~"~"~"_~~_~"si gu,i-nca_Ilj:.±Y-£§l'I,5l;:Lcied_"l2~"th~"j,~!.!:Y~£~C_g" f <!:r:Egs_.!h?:.!."..:h~P r:c:Jv.El_.-?:!1"cl;_"._"._...• _~~._.

extend the lives of millions of their countrymen that otherwise

would not have been available.

With regard to the petitions' argument that

"reasonable terms" must include "reasonable prices", a simple

reading of Section 203(A) without regard to any legislative

history clearly shows such interpretation to be incorrect.

Section 203 (A) only applies to contractors and

assignees as defined by the Act. Licensees are not included by

design as shown by the next two sections application to

contractors, assignees and licensees, and the last section only

to licensees.

In 1980, it was clear that most of the health

inventions made by the small business and non-profit contractors

of Section 203(a) could be developed only under licenses with

the drug industry.

As the licensor, the contractors do not set the price

of the drugs ultimately marketed. In fact, there is nothing in

the Act that requires the contractors subject to 203(a) to set

the price of the marketed drug. That would be inconsistent with

the incentive to gain the licensee's cooperation. Accordingly,
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the sales price, as would be expected, was left to the

discretion of the licensee who as indicated is not subject to

Since the contractors subject to Section 203(a) in

1980 had no responsibility or authority to set market prices it

is clear that there is no reason whatever to assume that the

"reasonable tems" they were responsible to implement included

~reasonable prices". If the drafters had wanted a drug resulting

from contractor research to be sold at a reasonable price that

condition would have been required as part of the contractors

license agreement as they are the only ones subject to 203(a)

How then should "reasonable terms" be specifically

interpreted in the context of Section 203(a) in 1980? The

"reasonable terms" that the contractors of Section 203{a) were

obligated to observe in their license agreements has had a long

history of meaning ~reasonable royalt~es". This makes perfect

sense since the word ~terms" is normally used in the context of

a contract. A license agreement is a contract and in the context

of the Act includes the terms for royalties which as required

must be reasonable. In comparison, Essential Inventions

definition of ~reasonable terms" suggests that the sale of a

drug by the licensee is a contract with the purchaser which has

a term imposed by Sec.203(a) requiring that their sales be at a
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reasonable price. Frankly that makes no sense since the

licensee is not subject to sec.203(a) and a sale is not a

There was some possibility in 1980 that a small

business contractor subject to 203(a) could bring an invention

to the market with its own resources without licensing. In these

limited situations ~reasonable terms" could not mean ~reasonable

royalties". What ~reasonable terms" specifically means in this

situation I will leave to others. But the Essential Inventions

definition cannot be applied as that would clearly be

inconsistent to how licensees are handled under Sec. 203(a)

If the drafters had intended the petition definition

of ~reasonable terms", we would have inserted specific criteria

into the law to enable the funding agency to assess exactly what

a reasonable price might be. No such criteria are found,

precisely because controlling patent rights on the basis of

price was antithetical to the Act.

The petition relies on a purported legislative history

of the Act on pages 656-667 of a Tulane Law article cited in the

petition.
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The Bayh-Dole legislative history includes only the

law itself, the committee report on the bill, and the floor

~~",~~"",-",~~debate",ol1",tha,t",paJ::t:Lcular-,b,i.l,L~~,.TQe"Act,~"s"_Legi,sJ,C\.tJJ[(,Lh.i,st,o:J;:Y.._,_._.,~~.",~.. ~.,~,.

does not include debates on other bills that were not enacted.

Notwithstanding, 70 of the footnotes of the total

number of the 82 on pages 656-667 reference statements that are

clearly outside of the Bayh-Dole legislative history. The

petition's footnotes 10, 12 and 14 are among these 70 footnotes.

Only 12 footnotes of the total 82 are directed to comments or

quotes from the hearings and Senate Report on the Act. Not one

of these 12 explicitly or by implication addresses the issue of

pricing. Of the 12, footnotes 174 and 180 discussed by Senator

Bayh reference a discussion in the senate hearings and report

limited to a pay-back provision which has nothing to do with the

article's pricing theory.

20 of the 70 footnotes outside the Act's legislative

history reflect quotes by well-known opponents of contractor

ownership of federal inventions including Admiral H. G.

Rickover, General Russell Long, Congressman Jack Brooks, Ralph

Nader and others. Twelve of these 20 footnotes reference

statements made by Admiral Rickover. There is nothing in the

opponents statements beyond their well-known objection to
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contractor ownership that suggests that they would accept the

contractor ownership policy found in the Act if it was only

conditioned by a reservation in the government to determine a

reasonable price after marketing of the government funded

invention.

My September 27, 1976 statement on government patent

policy before a House Committee is referenced in footnote 157

and used as the source of only the following comment on page

657:

"There was also some testimony indicating

that the pharmaceutical industry acted as a

bloc to extort a favorable government patent

policy and boycotted government patents in

order to gain greater rights."

My actual comments makes no reference whatsoever to

the pharmaceutical industry acting as "a bloc to extort" greater

rights.

\
I

More disconcerting, however, the fact my

statement provided an extensive justification for the need for a

government-wide administrative policy which was not given any

consideration.

I
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Healthcare reform has been under consideration in the

Congress recently and the possibility of the policies of state-

mandated price controls or broad entitlements to healthcare as

they exist in European countries have been discussed. But the

appropriate means to effect such policies must be through public

debate, legislation and/or referenda.

Obviously any healthcare reform effort could face

resistance from vested interests, and it is tempting for some to

look for shortcuts. But twisting intellectual property law into

a political weapon of expediency is not the answer.

Accordingly, I feel strongly that the petitioners'

request for march-in under §203(a) of the Act, motivated

entirely by a desire to control drug prices and based on a

contrived interpretation of the law must be denied.

C:\My Documents\NJL\WrittenPaper.ctoc
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to grant funding to investigate the frontiers of the life

sciences.

The Act is directed to creating an incentive for

industry development of compositions of matter discovered during

grant research that have no proven utility and safety. The Act's

incentives were considered necessary because the government does

not develop drugs for the marketplace It is the private sector

that must prove the utility and safety necessary to obtain FDA

approval for marketing. The private sector investment necessary

to obtain FDA approval always exceeds by many multiples the

government funding that produced the composition of matter being

developed.

The Act's legislative history makes clear that the

public equity in funding the grants in question will be

significantly rewarded by the delivery of drugs that improve and

extend the lives of millions of their countrymen that otherwise

would not have been available.

With regard to the petitions' argument that

"reasonable terms" must include "reasonable prices", a simple

reading of Section 203 (A) without regard to any legislative

history clearly shows such interpretation to be incorrect.

Section 203 (A) only applies to contractors and

assignees as defined by the Act. Licensees are not included by
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a serious problem that affects

my credentials, so I attached my C.V.

of the Bayh-Dole Act, I am here today in

be addressed. But this is not the forum

am here as a private citizen. I do not wish to use

everyone

to my written

AS one of the

its defense.

for its resolution.

,my 15

What is most dist bing about the subject petition is

its attempt to transform this fundamental and successful piece

of intellectual property law int? an administrative mechanism to
'\

control drug prices, with no regar~fOr the consequences.

The basis for the petitio~ the allegation that the

march-in provisions of Bayh-Dole gives NIH the authority to

determine whether the price of a drug is unreasonable, and if

so, permits NIH to grant multiple licenses.

To support this, the petition maintains that the

entire government investment in health research and development

demands this interpretation of the march-in provisions, and that

the term "reasonable terms" in Section 203(A) of the Act must be

interpreted in its ordinary context to mean "reasonable prices".
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The p~tit:\..Qn 11:'elie6 entirely on a recent article in
Amendments T~The c~a m~

the Tulane Law Review to support its contention that federal
Th' listing of claims will replace all prior

agencies have~£he authority to end the exclusive right of a
'ons and listings, of claims in the application:

dl$€f5per'ot a government funded invention, if the invention is

blii:Ll)it:!!!giL4,:I!!-Q::~easonableprice. This article unfortunately

paints a highly distorted picture both of the Act itself and the
Claims I-a (Canceled)

legislative process leading to its passage in order to support

its conclusi~n. (New) ~ device for bead engagement and

inflation of a tubeless tire on a wheel rim, the device being
Eefore the enactment of Bayh-Ihqle, han ,enormous. ta~d1Pt

adapted fOl:" use on a tire removal mac l.ne av~ng a una

of government "sponsored health research ~ent ito ~stJe! a~ t:PIre
supporting and locking the wheel rim w~el:"e n t e v~ e

was no incentive to invest in establishin£ th~-~~h~nenit
adapted to move between a rest pOSltlO away ,

safety to bring res~lting ~n~entions to t~e rnarketPtEf~'device
and a second worklng posltlon near to ~ne un~~,

comprisi~B~ drafters of the Act understood that that

..._~~""'.,.. haYJ-ncLtwo handles and two handgrips oninventions rc~~~~~~m-~overnmentresearcn are mostly

conceptual in nature, haVing no established utility or safety,

To bring these inventions into practical application required a

significant investment by the private sector. The private

investment necessary to prove utility and safety normally

exceeds by many multiples the government funding that produced

life science inventions, the subject of the march-in petition.
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I am he~ as a private citizen. I do not wish to use
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to my l'written testimony.

Drug pricing is a serious problem that affects

everyone and needs to be addressed. But this is not the forum

for its resolution.

I am here today only to defend Bayh·Dole. The basis

for the petition is the allegation that the maroh-in rights of

Eayh-Dole givl NIH the authority to determine whether the price
fO~~-tf1

of a drug is unreasonable, and if so,~ NIH tb right to
A.

grant multiple licenees.

To support this, the petition maintains that the

entire government investment in health research and development

demands this interpretation of the march-in provisions, and that

the term "reasonable" in Section 304 (A) of the Act must be

interpreted in its ordinary oonteXt to means "reasonable

prices". None of this is supported!;ly a co=ect reading of the

Act and its legislative history.

First, only a very small portion of the government's

health R&D investment is directed to drug research. Most is

directed to grant funding to investigate the frontiers of the

life scienoes.

'""
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With regard to the petitions' argument that

IIreasonable terms" muet include "reasonable prices", at simple

reading of Section 203 (A) without regard to any legislative

history clearly shows such interpretation to be E6mpIECelt

incorrect.

Section 203 (A) only applies to contractors and

aeeignees as defined by the Act. Licensees are not included by

design, as the next two sections apply to contractors, assignees

and licensees, and the last section applies only to licensees.

In 1980, it was clear that most of the health

inventions made by the small business and non-profit contractore
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of Section 203 (A) could be developed only under licenses with

the drug industry.

In this situation, the contractors did not set the

prices of the drugs ultimately mar~eted under their licenses.

In fact, there is nothing in the Act to require them to do so,

which would be inconsistent with the incentive to gain industry

cooperation. The sales price is set only by the licensee who is

~nateabsa as not subject to Section 203 (A) .

Since no party subject to Section 203 (A) in 1980 set

market price, it is clear that there is no reason whatever to

assume that "reasonable terms" must include a "reasonable

price".

Well then - how can "reasonable terms" be more

specifically interpreted in the context of Section 203(A) in

1980? That's easy. Negotiating "reasonable terms" is a

responsibility that the contractors of Section 203 (A) must
P~A/~t

an~·er ae when assuming a license with a prospective licensee.
~
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My name is Norma."'"l Latker. I am here 6110 a privet..

citizen to speak in the defense of the Eayh-Dole Act as it was

intended to be read and how it has been practiced for 25 years.

The Act has fostered the development of a potent four-way

partnership between researchers, their institutions, government

and industry. This partnership has become a powerful engine of

innovation, generating more practical advances than the rest of

the world combined. Nowhere is this more true than in the

fields of medical technology and pharmaceuticals.

Should the petitioner succeed in subverting one of the

key precepts of Bayh-Dole - that of according broad marketplace

prerogatives to the developers of government-funded inventions -

the equilibrium of the partnership will be broken and this

marvelous engine of innovation will stall.

I hope I can provide some perspective on the Bayh-Dole

Act, large portions of which I helped to draft back in the

1970s, when I served as :E'atent Counsel for the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare (HEW). I was also an architect of

the Act's implementing regulations, to which the authors of the

Senator Bayh referenced.
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Subject: Fw: AveryBonds
From: "Latker, Carole (NIHINIGMS)" <LATKERC@nigms.nih.gov>
Date: Thu, 22 Apr 2004 17:49:00 -0400
To: "'latkerC@bellatiantic.net'" <iatkerC@bellatiantic.net>

Fyi

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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-----Or1g1nal Message-----
From: pristine@netvigator.com <pristine@netvigator.com>
To: Latker, Carole (NIH/NIGMS) <LATKERC@nigms.nih.gov>
CC: jyotilatker@hotmail.com <jyotilatker@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thu Apr 22 05:38:14 2004
Subject: Avery Bonds

Hi:

Hope you had a good trip.

Thought you might want to know more about Avery Bonds, the hot new
investment idea that doubles as a social welfare fund. Here's how it works:

* Avery Bonds are sold to investors who might otherwise buy fixed deposits.
They are g~~~~nteeda~int~r~st~ater~turn$omehwat higher than they would
get from a fixed savings deposit, say 2.5%.

* The Avery Bond portfolio acquires securitisation instruments and other
high-yield products that are normally only available to large institutional
investors, achieving a yield of say 4%.

* The expenses for the fund manager, who is working pro-bono, are written
off as a tax-deductible contribution to Avery Bonds (501c3). The work is
minimal, because the invrestments parallel other portfolio products already
in existence. Maintaining the avery Bond investor database also helps the
fund manager establish goodwill & market other investment products.

* The 1.5% in excess Avery Bond interest is used for a) a medical fund for
all children with tuberous sclerosis in Hong Kong (presently numbering
perhaps 100), and b) selective donation towards TSC research.

* The 1.5% interest foregone by Avery Bond investors is also, of course, tax
deductible.

* Avery Bonds would target an initial investor base of about 1,000, with a
minimum investment of US$500 and an average investment of US$2,000. That
would yield US$2 million, interest on which would come to US$30,000 per
year.

* Should the model prove successful and attain an investor base similar to
the average portfolio fund in Hong Kong, total investment would reach
US$50m, generating US$750,000 per year for medical care and research for
children with TSC.
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public accountability and social responsibility in the conduct ofscience. I need the help of those
many politicians who care about the Nll:I mission and our devotion to advancing the health ofthe
American public. It is time to make those who are abusing power and political influence feel as
uncomfortable as we feel when they trample on our mission and vision. I urge you not to remain
neutral on this frontal attack on myself, my dedicated staff, and science itself.

I cannot fulfill my mission when leading scientists must pass a series ofpoliticallitrnus
,_._~,~."",.•..,~•..,.tests·in·Grder·to.work.with·.me,-I.cannot.fulfill.my.mission"when.politician&etarget.grants.for~-~.,"~,~~,~"".'~"""'-'

topics they deem unworthy offunding, despite scientific peer acclaim I cannot fulfill my
mission when my workers must constantly look over their shoulder to see if they are on a list for
"outsourcing" or a victim of"consolidation." I cannot fulfill my mission when web sites
providing health information are consciously and deliberately altered to fit ethical and/or
religious beliefs. The Nll:I should be about the open celebration of the scientific enterprise, not a
target for political agendas to be played out on a national stage. The stakes are far too high.

I encourage all ofmy friends to contact the Nll:I Director, Dr. Elias Zerhouni, to express
concern for science and for the staff ofthe NIH. I plead with you to contact your Congressman
or Congresswoman to express your fears about what happened on the House floor on July 11th

•

This is likely not the last time that targeting individual grants in this fashion will be attempted.
Those in support of such actions must be buoyed by the narrow margin of defeat. I ask that you
inform the DHHS and those in the Senate and House ofthe daily impact that misguided
administrative and personnel policies such as A-76 have on the hearts and minds of my workers.

Why am I asking for your help now? This is now the 2004 election season. It is time to
become even more involved in the political process, and much more vigilant about the influence
ofpolitics on our science. On an individual and Professional organizational level, let us be more
diligent. Question motives. Challenge values. Keep political agendas far removed from the
noble mission ofthe Nll:I.

I am the Nll:I ... and I need your help.

4
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Dear Dr. Rohrbaugh:

I recentlybecameaware of a petitionaddressed to youby Mr. JamesLove,President of Essential Inventions, loco
requesting that the National Institutes of Healthexercisethe march-inrightsprovision ofthe Bayh-Dole Act to lower
thepriceof severaldrugs developed fromNIH extramural research.

Whilethe subjectof delivering affordable healthcare is certaioly a serions issue,theprovisions ofthe Bayh-DoleAct
donot provide for governmental actions suchas thoserequested by Essentialloventions.
Indeed, suchactions werenever contemplatedby the Congress and are not reflected in the legislative historyof the

The interpretation of the intentof Congress in passingthis landmark legislation reflected in Mr. Love's petitionis,
therefore, entirely fanciful.

Whileserving former SenatorBirch Bayhon the SenateJudiciaryCommittee, I staffedthe hearings andwrote the
reportof the SenateJudiciaryCommittee on thebill. I also servedfor manyyears as the Directorof Technology
Commercialization at the U.S. Department ofCommerce. ThereI oversawthe implementation of the regulations for
nayh-Dole andchairedthe Interagency Committee on Technology Transferwhichdeveloped guidelines for ntilizing
the Federal Technology TransferAct,underwhoseauthorities NIH develops manyof its intramural partnerships with
U.S. industry.

Rearettablv, Mr. Loveand severalothersmakinz the samecasemix un the Ieaislative historvof theBavh-DoleAct
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My name is Norman Latker. I am here as a private
citizen to speak in the defense of the Bayh-Do1e Act as it was
intended to be read and how it has been practiced for'25 years.
The Act has fostered the development of a potent four-way
partnership between researchers, their institutions, government

< ••••••••••~•••.• ··,····,,······and····i·ndtlBt·ry·;'·········T·h·i·s···..par·t:ner·s·h·ip···.ha·s..·become····a····powe17·fud:···eng··ine..·o·:B···~···~····~··············~
innovation, generating more practical advances than the rest of
the world combined. Nowhere is this more true than in the
fields of medical technology and pharmaceuticals.

Should the petitioner succeed in subverting one of the
key precepts of Bayh-Dole - that of according broad marketplace
prerogatives to the developers of government-funded inventions 
the equilibrium of the partnership will be broken and this
marvelous engine of innovation will stall.

I hope I can provide some perspective on the Bayh-Dole
Act, large portions of which I helped to draft back in the
1970s, when I served as Patent Counsel for the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare (HEW). I was also an architect of
the Act's implementing regulations, to which the authors of the
petitions heavily refer, and the HEW administrative policy that
Senator Bayh referenced.

The petition relies entirely on a recent article in
the Tulane Law Review to support its contention that federal
agencies have the authority to end the exclusive right of a
developer of a government funded invention, if the invention is
being sold at an unreasonable price. This article unfortunately
paints a highly distorted picture both of the Act itself and the
legislative process leading to its passage in order to support
its conclusion.

Before the enactment of Bayh-Dole, an enormous amount
of government-sponsored health research went to waste, as there
was no incentive to invest in establishing the utility and
safety to bring resulting inventions to the marketplace.

The drafters of the Act understood that that
inventions resulting from government research are mostly
conceptual in nature, having no established utility or safety.
To bring these inventions into practical application required a
significant investment by the private sector. The private
investment necessary to prove utility and safety normally
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exceeds by many multiples the government funding that produced
these inventions. This is especially the case with regard to
life,science invent~ons, the subject of the march-in requests.
The\public~ equity1for supporting health research was to be
recognized by the Act's success in extendrJ'n and i~rOVing the ,~.A-_l

lives of American taxpayers)( ~~h:c.A Itl(f ~yJ _jel)iwf Ct.t •....,,~ 1-
('ql'l bf"1J ~ iI"~ ,.:;.i'... ) ~$~('rql/""l.

Our answer to the problem of encouraging industry to
make this investment was to accord intellectual property rights ~

in full to the innovators, rather than to the government agency
that financed their discovery. This provided to the developers
the freedom to leverage their property rights to their advantage
in the marketplace as intended by the patent system. The
conditions attached to this freedom are found in the march-in
provisions of §2031 of the Act. The march-in provisions were
conceived, as extraordinary measures to be used only when there
was overwhelming need to protect the public against non-use or

unre~as~a~le~e of invent~~h:s calledrnz;~it~§:~f~:;;'~tVItJ"«c ~
In comparison, n ' the Tulane article ~ th ~

petition ake~ into acco~I~~~r~~lP~r's investment compared
to that 0'1 the governmenf'ln 'iipe[{f'il' 'ft?'A'A.lII/,Instead, the
article's conclusion is justtlied by th act that the total sum
of government funded health research exceeds that of industry.
This they submit create~":;''1,£ublic equity" ~~rgP:1 tl t dddieMed .J. A

by the Act which supports iI. march-in 1b31eod ;; unrca;:mrble ~~i~ 1""V'f""
p~,"ilill Uree "Thematic Question" pos6Q. on Rage 634). itll'q..~ rJ'fJ(

~e~ II' S r- - z: ~
Even though <t:he "public equity" defined by the authors i1CJ-

is different from that\addressed in the Bayh-Dole legislative
history, it is used to ~nterpret the Act's march-in provisions
on page 659 as follows:

"The march-in provisions became the linchpin
of the entire enterprise because Congress
wanted to balance the demands of private

..~..••.• ~.....•. ~•... j!lstl!~:tEy:...§!g§!;Ln§:t:.:t:h~L::E1l12!j:S'~9g1.:tY:::.!J2§LL........•...~.......•.....••...
resulted from the massive public investment of
funds to produce these patented inventions."

purported
article.

To support this conclusion, the authors present
legislative history of the Act on pages 656-667
The Bayh-Dole legislative history includes only

a
of the
the
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law itself, the committee report on the bill, and the floor
debate on that particular bill. The Act's legislative history
does not include debates on other bills that were not enacted.

Notwithstanding, 70 of the footnotes of the total
number of the 82 on pages 656-667 reference statements that are
clearly outside of the Bayh-Dole legislative history. The
petition's footnotes 10, 12 and 14 are among these 70 footnotes.
Only 12 footnotes of the total 82 are directed to comments or
quotes from the hearings and Senate Report on the Act. Not one
of these 12 explicitly or by implication addresses the issue of
pricing. Of the 12, footnotes 174 and 180 discussed by Senato~

Bayh reference a discussion in the senate hearings and report
limited to a pay-back provision which has nothing to do with the
article's pricing theory.

20 of the 70 footnotes reflect quotes by well-known
opponents of contractor ownership of federal inventions
including Admiral H. G. Rickover, General Russell Long,
Congressman Jack Brooks, Ralph Nader and others. There is
nothing in these statements beyond their well-known objection to
such contractor ownership that suggests that they would accept
the contractor ownership policy found in the Act if it was only
conditioned by a reservation in the government to determine a
reasonable price after marketing of the government funded
invention.

My September 27, 1976 statement on government patent
policy before a House Committee referenced in footnote 157 is
used as the source of only the following comment on page 657:

"There was also some testimony indicating
that the pharmaceutical industry acted as a
bloc to extort a favorable government patent
policy and boycotted government patents in
order to gain greater rights."

...__ ~-~ M···,_···_··~·My·actuar cornme;::lts~rnakes·noM·ref e renee"whatsoever-t0····--_···.._····..·
industry "extortionn,to gain greiJter riflhts.

rGt.J ~ "1')11,)(..
More disconcerting, however, is the fact that the

entire statement is directed to the Administration's progress to
extend to all the Federal R&D agencies the administrative policy
referenced by Senator Bayh as ~ precursor to the Act. The

, tr t.o eo N'j -h--e.
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statement provided an extensive justification for the need for
Bayh-Dole type legislation well beyond those upon which the
author's focused. This kind of selectivity is evidenced
throughout pages 656-667 of the article.

Control Of Drug Prices

What is most disturbing about the subject petition is
the attempt to transform this fundamental and successful piece
of intellectual property law into an administrative mechanism to
control drug prices, with no regard for the consequences.

The drafters of Bayh-Dole never envisioned that the
law could authorize government funding agencies to compel
private entities to divulge internal accounts or pricing
information, which is why the Act lacks any functional criteria
specifying how this could be done which the T-alane article

't~;J;Ur:l~i'jge 648.

Based on the Tulane article, the petition holds that
the government should issue multiple licenses for a drug because
the industry owner is charging too much, and quite falsely
assert that the Act invests funding agencies with the authority
to approve the pricing of inventions after they have been
developed and distributed in the marketplace by private sector
initiatives.

Beyond the author's purported legislative history, the
authors argue that the Act's definition of "practical
application" includes a requirement that the invention be made
available to the public on "reasonable terms". HoweveIj,,, on page
649 of the article the authors indicate that there is no clear
legislative history on what "available to the public on
reasonable telfms" means. Further, on page 651 they agree that
the term~~lles to conditions other than "reasonable prices".
The arti~le and petitioner then argue that it can be
interpreted, in an ordinary context, as including a "reasonable

·~~~-~···~-···pr:rce·';;·and·fhatthe~Iunalng"·agen:cy"IStherefore"aufnorfZea··to"-··_·_·~--··_·_···-

assess what a "reasonable" market price might be.

The Scalia Rule

That "reasonable terms" must include the notion of
price, they maintain, is evidenced by a number of court
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decisions supporting that definition. They also cite the Scalia
rule:

[First], find the ordinary meaning of the
language in its textual context; and second,
using established canons of construction, ask
whether there is any clear indication that
some permissible meaning other than the
ordinary applies. If not - and especially if
a good reason for the ordinary meaning appears
plain - we apply the ordinary meaning.

Scalia's instruction to refer to the "textual context"
of the language is indeed helpful-but not to the argument put
forth by the authors of the petition. The march-in requests and
the entire body of the Bayh-Dole Act and its legislative history
stress the overriding importance of delivering intellectual
property rights to innovators and developers. Property rights
are inherently invested with the ability to set prices. The Act
also emphasizes the broad dissemination of the benefits of the
invention to society.

In context, therefore, "reasonable terms" cannot be
interpreted to mean a limitation on the developer's ability to
set prices in the marketplace, but can be interpreted to apply
to other conditions as noted by the authors on page 651.

If the rights-holder were not given the freedom to set
prices, it would not be willing to commit resources required to
ensure an invention's delivery into the marketplace, thereby
obviating the requirement that it be widely available. No
commercial concern would invest in the commercial development of
any invention knowing that their contribution in proving utility
and safety would be ignored and the government could challenge
their sales price after marketing.

Again, if the drafters had intended such an
~'~-'-'--'-~~'±nterpTet:'O:t±on,'~e~wotrrd"-hav~:icnse"rted·"·s·pe~i+ie··c·r-H;e·r"i·a-into"-"-···"·"···_._---"

the law to enable the funding agency to assess exactly what a
reasonable price might be. As the Tulane article agrees, no
such criteria are found, precisely because controlling patent
rights on the basis of price was antithetical to what the
drafters had in mind.
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Hea1thcare Po1icy

Healthcare reform has been under consideration in the
Congress recently and the possibility of the policies of state
mandated price controls or broad entitlements to healthcare as
they exist in European countries have been discussed. But the
appropriate means to effect such policies must be through public
debate, legislation and/or referenda.

Obviously any healthcare reform effort could face
resistance from vested interests, and it is tempting for some to
look for shortcuts. But twisting intellectual property law into
a political weapon of expediency is not the answer.

Accordingly, I feel strongly that the petitioners'
request for march-in under §203(a) of the Act, motivated
entirely by a desire to control drug prices and based on a
contrived interpretation of the law must be denied.
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I recently became aware of a petition addressed to you by Mr. James
Love, President of Essential Inventions, Inc. requesting that the
National Institutes of Health exercise the march-in rights provision of
the Bayh-Dole Act to lower the price of several drugs developed from NIH
extramural research.

While the subject of delivering affordable health care is certainly a
serious issue, the provisions of the Bayh-pole Act do not provide for
governmental actions such as those requested by Essential Inventions.
Indeed, such actions were never contemplated by the Congress and are not
reflected in the legislative history of the law.

The interpretation of the intent of Congress in passing this landmark
legislation reflected in Mr. Love's petition is, therefore, entirely
fanciful.-

While serving former Senator Birch Bayh on the Senate Judiciary
Committee, I staffed the hearings and wrote the report of the Senate
Judiciary Committee on the bill. I also served for many years as the
Director of TechnologyCommercializ~tionat the U.S. Departm~nt of
Commerce. There I oversaw the implementation of the regulations for
Bi:iYh~Dol~'aJici'chaired-tl1,eIri.terageIlcyCbrnmittee,on ,Tec1'lnolog¥"Transfer
which developed guidelines for utilizing the Federal Technology ,Transfer

:Act, under whose authorities NIH develops many of its intramural
partnerships with U.S. industry.

Regrettably, Mr. Love and several others making the same case mix up the
legislative history of the Bayh-DoleAct with hearings on rival
legislation that was not enacted. The onlylegislative.history with any
bearing on the law are the hearings of the U.S. Senate Judtctary
Corninittee in the 96th Congress on S .-414, the University and Small
BusinessPat~nt Prqcedures,Act (~p~only called BaYl1~Dole)"th~r~p~~~

of the Senate Judiciary Committee on the same, and the Senate debates on
S. 414.

Fortunately, we do have an unambiguous opinion :from St=n~tS>J:'_~'B:tJ:'c,h-::,:I3,:CiYh_

and Robert Dole, tl1eITIs~lves,on the topic at hand. The Washington -Post .zan
an article byPr:of~~sorspeterArno and Michael Davis on March 27, 2002,
PayiIlg Twice for the Same Drugs, making the same arguments as Mr. Love.
They wrote:

Bayh-Dole is a provision af U.S. patent law that states that practically
any new drug invented wholly or in part with federal funds will be made
availabletathe pubLd.c-at; ,:areasonable price. If it is not, then the
government can insist"that the'drug belicensedto'more reasonable
manufactuJ:'ers, and, if refused, license it to third parties that will
make the drug available at a reasonable cost.

A joint letter by Senators Bayh and Dole on April 11, 2002, to The
Washington Post effectively refutes this argument. Here is the complete
text of what the authors of the law said was their intent with regard to

--"',,-",;-',jTa'i:'r~--pri"C-i'ng""'o~re-su:l:t-±ng'"-p'roducts"':--->"~'_'~e,<,~~~,~=..-"~_'"~,<--,,,~,~~,',-'-~',-~~,,,,'~-",,'~"",",--',"-=-"""-='""""~'''''"~'"''''''''''''''''''-'''''-''''-'''''''-~'=-~'''''''''''~~~'''''.'~'-

As co-authors of the Bayh-Dole Act of 1980, we must comment on the March
27 op-ed'aiticle by Peter Arno and Michael'Davisabout this law~

Goverrunent alone has never deveJ,,()ped,th~,n~w advances iIl,_;~edicines ,an<;i.-.~

technology that become commercial-products. For that, oU:I:_~ountryrel~7s

on rt.he .. private----sector.-.T-he,purpose. o f .our ..·-act·· .. wasto ..spur ..• the .. '
interaction betwel7I1 pub.Li.crarid .private research so that patients would
receive the benefits of innovative science sooner.

30f5 4/21/200411:14 AM
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For every $1 spent in government research on a project, at least $10 of
industry development will be needed to bring a product to market.
Moreover, the rare government-funded inventions that become products are
typically five to seven years away from being commercial products when
private industry gets involved. This is because almost all universities
and government labs are conducting early-stage research.

Bayh-Dole did not intend that government set prices on resulting
products. The law makes no reference to a reasonable price that should
be dictated by the government. This omission was intentional; the

. primary purpose of the act was to entice the private sector to seek
public-pri~ate research collaboration rather than focusing on its own
proprietary research.

The'article a~so mischaracterized the rights retained by government
under Bayh-Dole .., 'Th~" ability of the government to revoke a license
granted under the act is not contingent on the pricing of a resulting
product or tied to the profitability of a company that has
commercialized a product that results in part from government-funded
resear.ch ..The .Law instructs ,the government to revoke such licenses only
when the private industry collaborator has not successfully
c9J!1l:llefr:¢~a~ized:the.Lrrverrt.Lon: ,~s'a' 'Iiroduct:. (Emphasis added).

The law we passed is about encour~ging a partnership that spurs advances
.t.o help Americans. 'We are proud to 'say -Lt;IS 'working .

Birch.Bayh/BobDole

In 'their typically succinct manner, the authors of the lavv,E:!t:fectiv~.ty

rebut the argument now before you.

)The.l?aYl1-:pole Act; has become a lincllpin "of (),ur ecoIlo~Y'.,,~tlil~:,no~
perf,~ct" "the u. S. record of 'c()~erc~arizing new produc~s,_arid,::'-sel::vices'

,~unC:l~d by 'the 0over:prnent,i~theen~()f,'th~' wor-Ld, The',,:Ecol10mist
Technology Quarterly .ea i.d i n:E>ossibly;.the ..most; inspired"piece- .o f
Leq.i.s Lat.Lon to be enacted in Ame r.i.ca over, the pasthal'f~£:,~I1"t:P:l::Y",~Ci_? the

-Bayh-Doj.e vact; of-1980,.,II'ArlY' LeqisLab.i.ve. ' or admi.nf.s tze.tLve. a'ctions ;
Undertaken to a'ft~,r,t~is:A.c1:.;:;,mustbe done very carefully .

.: .'",

,,we,'ha:ve'ial.r/eady witnessed well-intended Congressional attempts to impose
fair pricing clauses on NIH intramural research partnerships. These
efforts failed. Technology transfe~<:a~Ilotbea ~ehicle for trying to
control prices. Rather than allowing Government to dictate drug prices,
:companies,simply',wal'kedaway,from,p.artne:,+"i.ng with NIH. Wisely
recognizi'ng its' 'mist'ake,Congres's"rescinded t.he fair pricing ,;
requirement. NIH's subsequent success in building effective partnerships
with Lndust ry cisvwe.l.L documerrtedvvandd.s a great benefit to the 'public.

: President Johnson' asked' in 1968 how many NI~owneq lnvention~ had been
i'commercialized. The answer was none. At that time there were no
ipcentives"forindust~yto undertake the risk and expense inherent,iIl:

!"",,"--,,'"""''"'·'''''''"''''T+devei~p'i"n~uch·.;.-earlT,,"s''t:age"'-i-nven1::i:on-s";--We·&';shou·l'd~re'f~l'ee-t~";,t~hat.""'"'beeaus~ C__"" --''""'""• ....,'---"~'-''"'''''''~'~_~"''''"'''~'.'''"','''''"'"''''".-~,,

, :'ofthe Bayh-Do'le Act, many life saving .dr'uqs and t hecapf.es 'are. JlOlN,'
available for those in need. By altering this delicately balanced,law~

we may well discover 'that' pubLf.c.Ly funded' 'inventions' go back .to .
'gathering dust: on the shelves. Befo re.-Bayh-Do.Le such discoveries were
not available at any, priq~.

,S,incerely,

Joseph PO
c

Allen

4of5 4121/200411:14 AM
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labs are condocting early-stage research.

Bayh-Doledid not intendthat governmentset prices on resultiogproducts.The law makes no refereoceto a reasonable
price that shouldbe dictatedby the government. This omissionwas intentional;the primary purposeof the act was to
entice the private sector to seek public-privateresearch collaborationrather than focusingon its own proprietary
research.

The article also mischaracterizedthe rights retained by governmentunder Bayh-Dole.The abilityofthe governmentto
revoke a licensegrantedunder the act is not contingent on the pricing ofa resultingproductor tied to theprofitability
ofa companythat has commercialized a productthat results in part from government-funded research. The law
instructs the government to revoke such licenses oulywhen the private industry collaboratorhas not successfully
commercialized the inventionas a product. (Emphasis added).

The law we passed is about encouraginga partnershipthat spurs advances to help Americans. We are proud to say it's
working.

Birch BayhIBobDole

In their typically succinctmanner, the authorsof the law effectivelyrebut the argumentnow beforeyou.

The Bayh-DoleAct has become a liochpinofour economy. While not perfect, the U.S. record ofconunercializiog new
products and servicesfunded by the Government is the envyofthe world. The EconomistTechnology Quarterly said:
"Possiblythe most inspiredpiece of legislationto be enacted in America over the past half-eentory was the Bayh-Dole
act of 1980." Any legislative or administrative actionsundertakento alter this Act must be donevery carefully.

We have already witnessedwell-intendedCongressional attemptsto imposefair pricingclauses onNlll intramural
research partnerships. These efforts failed. Technology transfer cannot be a vehiclefor tryingto controlprices. Rather
than allowingGovernment to dictate drug prices, companies simplywalked away from partneriogwith NIH. Wisely
recognizingits mistake, Congressrescindedthe fair pricingrequirement. NIH's subsequentsuccessin building
effectivepartnershipswith industry is well documented, and is a great benefit to the public.

PresidentJohnsonasked in 1968 how many NIH ownedinventionshad been commercialized. The answerwas none.
At that time there were no incentivesfor indostryto undertake the risk and expense inhereotin developing such early
stage inventions. We shouldreflect that because ofthe Bayh-DoleAct, many life savingdrugs and therapiesare now
availablefor those in need. By altering thisdelicatelybalanced law, we may well discoverthat publiclyfunded
inventions go back to gathering dust on the shelves. BeforeBayh-Dole such discoveries were not available at any
price.

Sincerely,

Joseph P. Allen
President
National Technology Transfer Center

lp-healthmailinglist
Ip-health@lists.essential.org
http://lists.essential.org/maihnanlIistinfo/ip-health
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about:blank

Ms. LuI., I have recievedthe forms and will fax them back to you in about 12 hours (our morning)
with a copy ofthe charge card (back side) and a copy ofmy passport. Everything looks in order. Also
can you tell me if there is an airport shuttlethat goes to this hotel and where in the airport I pick it up.
I will be arriving around 6:30 PM April 16 and departing the morningofApril 22.

Thank you for your assistance. Carole Latker

Latker, Carole (NIH/NIGMS)wrote:

-----Original Message-----
From: Tiglion Travel [mailto:tvlraina@tiglion.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2004 12:05 AM
To: Latker, Carole (NIH/NIGMS)
Subject: * URGENT * Invoice for Hotel reservation (Regal Oriental Hotel
16-22Apr04)

Dear Mrs Latker,

I have attached herewith the Invoice and the credit card authorization
froms for you (Invoice no. 767), pIs print it out and check all details,
if all in order, pIs first of all, return email to indicate all details
shown
are ok and you accept the Invoice and terms & condition by return email
to us tonight your time (before 13Apr04 1500 hrs Hong Kong time),
and I will guarantee the booking and settle the payment for you first,
and then pIs sign on the invoice and fill the forms and fax it back
to me together with the credit card copy back side and passport copy
to me on or before 14Apr04 1200 noon Hong Kong time.

PIs click and read the following for the information of important notice --

http://www.tiglion.com/form/importan.htm

PIs make sure passenger have proper visa(s) or document(s) for the
countries you enter into or transit.

Thank you.

Please bookmark travel.com.hk to check news on the early bird
promotions for air fares, packages, hotels, cruises:

http://www.travel.com.hk

Regards.

Raina Luk (Ms)
Senior Travel Executive
13 Apr 2004

***************************'************************ *TiglionT;;~:;';lS;~i;;;;;·c;;;;p;~Y"OLI;;;rt;d"~~'~~'"~"@"""""n ."n~ n ~n" "~" n.~ n~" n "n" ~n n" "nn, " ~n n""O n O

902 Yue Xiu Building 160~174 Lockhart Road
Wanchai, HOn~KOng .. r
Tel: 852-251 189 Fax, 852-2519 296 Lic.350005
Email: trave@tiglion.cOm
Website: http.//www.travel.com.hk
*****************************************************
The information, including thatirtanyattachmertts,cohtairted in this
e-mail is privileged and confidential and intended only for the use
of the person or entity to whom it is addressed. If the reader is not

'"A

4/13/2004 12:16AM
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For every $1 spent in government research on a project, at least $10 of
industry development will be needed to bring a product to market.
Moreover, the rare government-funded inventions that become products are
typically five to seven years away from being commercial products when
private industry gets involved. This is because almost all universities
and government labs are conducting early-stage research.

Bayh-Dole did not intend that government set prices on resulting
products. The law makes no reference to a reasonable price that should
be dictated by the government. This omission was intentional; the
primary purpose of the act was to entice the private sector to seek
public-private research collaboration rather than focusing on its own
proprietary research.

The article also mischaracterized the rights retained by government
under Bayh-Dole. The ability of the government to revoke a license
granted under the act is not contingent on the pricing of a resulting
product or tied to the profitability of a company that has
commercialized a product that results in part from government-funded
research. The law instructs the government to revoke such licenses only
when the private industry collaborator has not successfully
commercialized the invention as a product. (Emphasis added).

The law we passed is about encouraging a partnership that spurs advances
to help Americans. We are proud to say it's working.

Birch Bayh/Bob Dole

In their typically succinct manner, the authors of the law effectively
rebut the argument now before you.

The Bayh-Dole Act has become a linchpin of our economy. While not
perfect, the u.s. record of commercializing new products and services
funded by the Government is the envy of the world. The Economist
Technology Quarterly said: "possibly the most inspired piece of
legislation to be enacted in America over the past half-century was the
Bayh-Dole act of 1980." Any legislative or administrative actions
undertaken to alter this Act must be done very carefully.

We have already witnessed well-intended Congressional attempts to impose
fair pricing clauses on NIH intramural research partnerships. These
efforts failed. Technology transfer cannot be a vehicle for trying to
control prices. Rather than allowing Government to dictate drug prices,
companies simply walked away from partnering with NIH. Wisely
recognizing its mistake, Congress rescinded the fair pricing
requirement. NIH's subsequent success in building effective partnerships
with industry is well documented, and is a great benefit to the public.

President Johnson asked in 1968 how many NIH owned inventions had been
! commercialized. The answer was none. At that time there were no
: incentives for industry to undertake the risk and expense i~herent in
!--~"~--""'-'"'Cleve'lop:rng-'strch~e'ai:"J:Y-'st"age-:rnve!ft:rO!fs7'"'We-'s'lfbUTd"'re'fret:t-th"lftrb"e't:atrs'e~"""~'~'-"-'-'--"'-""""-"'--

of the Bayh-Dole Act, many life saving drugs and therapies are, now
available for those in need. By altering this delicateLy Balanced law,
we may well discover that publicly funded inventions go back to
gathering dust on the shelyes. Before Bayh-Dole such discoveries were
not available at any price.

Sincerely,

Joseph P. Allen

40f5 4/211200411:14 AM
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I am here as a private citizen. I do not wish to use

my 15 minutes identifying my credentials, so I attached my C.V.

to my written testimony.

Drug pricing is a serious problem that affects

everyone and needs to be addressed. But this is not the forum

for its resolution.

I am here today only to defend Bayh-Dole. The basis

for the petition is the allegation that the march-in provisions

of Bayh-Dole gives NIH the authority to determine whether the

price of a drug is unreasonable, and if so, permits NIH to grant

multiple licenses.

To support this, the petition maintains that the

entire government investment in health research and development

demands this interpretation of the march-in provisions, and that

the term "reasonable tems" in section 304(Al of the Act must be

interpreted in its ordinary context to mean "reasonable prices".

None of this is supported by a correct reading of the Act and

its legislative history.

health R&D investment is directed to drug research. Most is

directed to grant funding to investigate the frontiers of the

life sciences.
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The Act is directed to creating an incentive for

industry development of compositions of matter having no proven

utility and safety found which is discovered during grant

research. This is based on the fact that government does not

develop drugs for the marketplace and that it is the private

sector that must prove the utility and safety necessary to

obtain FDA approval for marketing. The private sector investment

necessary to obtain FDA approval always exceeds by many

multiples the government funding that produced the composition

of matter being developed.

The Act's legislative history makes clear that the

public equity in funding the grants in question will be

significantly rewarded by the delivery of drugs that improve and

extend the lives of millions of their countrymen that otherwise

would not have been available.

With regard to the petitions' argument that

"reasonable terms" must include "reasonable prices", a simple

reading of Section 203 (A) without regard to any legislative

Section 203(A) only applies to contractors and

as defined by tt: Act. Licensees are not included by

.ne pg '!:tro ~ec;t~~o :olr~c4rs, assignees
1\

and licenseesV ami 8hz J:aB L sec LiOH appJ:ia only to licensees.

o ~ .,.~
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In 1980, it was clear that most of the health

inventions made by the small business and non-profit contractors

of Section 203(A) could be developed only under licenses with

the drug industry.

In their license agreements the contractors do not set

the price of the drugs ultimately marketed. In fact, there is

nothing in the Act that requires the contractors subject to

203 (A) to set the price of the marketed drug. That would be

inconsistent with the incentive to gain the licensee's

cooperation. Accordingly, the sales price as one would expect

was left to the discretion of the licensee who as indicated is

not subject to Section 203(A).

Since the contractors subject to Section 203(A) in

1980 had no responsibility or authority to set market prices it

is clear that there is no reason whatever to assume that the

"reasonable terms" they were responsible to implement included

~reasonable prices". If the drafters had wanted to require that

a drug resulting from their research be sold at a reasonable

contractors license agreement as they are the only ones sUbject

to 203 (A)

Well then - how were the "reasonable terms"

specifically interpreted in the context of Section 203 (A) in
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1980? That's easy. The "reasonable tems" that the contractors

of Section 203(A) were obligated to observe in their license

agreements has had a long history of meaning ~reasonable

royalities". This makes perfect sense since the word ~tems" is

normally used in the context of a contract. A license agreement

is a contract and in the context of the Act includes the terms

for royalty payment which as required must be reasonable. In

comparison Essential Inventions definition of ~reasonable tems"

suggests that the sale of a drug by the licensee is a contract

with the purchaser having a tem requiring that sale be at a

reasonable price. Frankly that makes no sense.

C;\My Documents\NJL\ORAL SPEECH. doc
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"There was also some testimony indicating

that the pharmaceutical industry acted as a

bloc to extort a favorable government patent

policy and boycotted government patents in

order to gain greater rights."

My actual comments makes no reference whatsoever to

the pharmaceutical industry acting as "a bloc to ext.o.r't " greater

rights.

More disconcerting, however, is the fact that my

statement provided an extensive justification for the need for a

government-wide administrative

cOnsideration.

policy wfE!:cn was not given any

~h> c h b</.tid j ~ J-.e l.
t2?f:j~~1ff.1

Healthcare reform has been under consideration in the

Congress recently and the possibility of the policies of state-

mandated price controls or broad entitlements to healthcare as

they exist in European countries have been discussed. But the

appropriate means to effect such policies must be through public

debate, legislation and/or referenda.

Obviously any healthcare reform effort could face

resistance from vested interests, and it is tempting for some to
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look for shortcuts. But twisting intellectual property law into

a political weapon of expediency is not the answer.

Accordingly, I feel strongly that the petitioners'

request for march-in under §203(a) of the Act, motivated

entirely by a desire to control drug prices and based on a

contrived interpretation of the law must be denied.

C:\My Documents\NJL\WrittenPaper.doc
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I am here as a private citizen. I do not wish to use

any ofmy 15 minutes to identify my credentials, so I attached my

C.V. to my written testimony.

Drug pricing is a serious problem that affects

everyone and needs to be addressed. But this is not the forum

for its resolution.

As one of the draftsman of the Bayh-Dole Act, I am here today in

its defense.

What is most disturbing about the subject petition is

its attempt to transform this fundamental and successful piece

of intellectual property law into an administrative mechanism to

control drug prices, with no regard for the consequences.

The Act has fostered the development of a potent four-way

partnership between researchers, their institutions, government

and industry. This partnership has become a powerful engine of

innovation, generating more practical advances than the rest of

the world combined. Nowhere is this more true than in the

Should the petitioner succeed in subverting one of the

key precepts of Bayh-Dole - that of according broad marketplace

prerogatives to the developers of government-funded inventions -
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the equilibrium of the partnership will be broken and this

marvelous engine of innovation will stall.

The basis for the petition is the allegation that the

march-in provisions of Bayh-Dole gives NIH the authority to

determine whether the price of a drug is unreasonable, and if

so, permits NIH to grant multiple licenses.

To support this, the petition maintains that the

entire government investment in health research and development

demands this interpretation of the march-in provisions, and that

the term "reasonable terms" in Section 203 (A) of the Act must be

interpreted in its ordinary context to mean "reasonable prices".

None of this is supported by a correct reading of the Act and

its legislative history.

The drafters of Bayh-Dole never envisioned that the

law could authorize government funding agencies to compel

private entities to divulge internal accounts or pricing

information, which is why the Act lacks any functional criteria

specifying how this could be done.

Only a very small portion of the government's health

R&D investment is directed to drug research. Most is directed
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to grant funding to investigate the frontiers of the life

sciences.

The Act is directed to creating an incentive for

industry development of compositions of matter discovered during

grant research that have no proven utility and safety. The Act's

incentives were considered necessary because the government does

not develop drugs for the marketplace It is the private sector

that must prove the utility and safety necessary to obtain FDA

approval for marketing. The private sector investment necessary

to obtain FDA approval always exceeds by many multiples the

government funding that produced the composition of matter being

developed.

The Act's legislative history makes clear that the

public equity in funding the grants in question will be

significantly rewarded by the delivery of drugs that improve and

extend the lives of millions of their countrymen that otherwise

would not have been available.

With regard to the petitions' argument that

reading of Section 203(A) without regard to any legislative

history clearly shows such interpretation to be incorrect.

Section 203 (A) only applies to contractors arid

assignees as defined by the Act. Licensees are not included by
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design as shown by the next two sections application to

contractors, assignees and licensees, and the last section only

to licensees.

In 1980, it was clear that most of the health

inventions made by the small business and non-profit contractors

of Section 203(a) could be developed only under licenses with

the drug industry.

As the licensor, the contractors do not set the price

of the drugs ultimately marketed. In fact, there is nothing in

the Act that requir~s the contractors subject to 203(a) to set

the price of the marketed drug. That would be inconsistent with

the incentive to gain the licensee's cooperation. Accordingly,

the sales price, as would be expected, was left to the

discretion of the licensee who as indicated is not subject to

Section 203(a).

Since the contractors subject to Section 203(a) in

1980 had no responsibility or authority to set market prices it

is clear that there is no reason whatever to assume that the

~reasonable prices". If the drafters had wanted a drug resulting

from contractor research to be sold at a reasonable price that

condition would have been required as part of the contractors

license agreement as they are the only ones subject to 203(a)
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How then should "reasonable terms" be specifically

interpreted in the context of Section 203(a) in 1980? The

"reasonable terms" that the contractors of Section 203(a) were

obligated to observe in their license agreements has had a long

history of meaning ~reasonable royalties". This makes perfect

sense since the word ~terms" is normally used in the context of

a contract. A license agreement is a contract and in the context

of the Act includes the terms for royalties which as required

must be reasonable. In comparison, Essential Inventions

definition of ~reasonable terms" suggests that the sale of a

drug by the licensee is a contract with the purchaser which has

a term imposed by Sec.203(a) requiring that their sales be at a

reasonable price. Frankly that makes no sense since the

licensee is not subject to sec.203(a) and a sale is not a

contract.

There was some possibility in 1980 that a small

business contractor subject to 203(a) could bring an invention

to the market with its own resources without licensing. In these

royalties". What ~reasonable terms" specifically means in this

situation I will leave to others. But the Essential Inventions

definition cannot be applied as that would clearly be

inconsistent to how licensees are handled under Sec. 203(a)
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If the drafters had intended the petition definition

of ~reasonable terms", we would have inserted specific criteria

into the law to enable the funding agency to assess exactly what

a reasonable price might be. No such criteria are found,

precisely because controlling patent rights on the basis of

price was antithetical to the Act.

The petition relies on a purported legislative history

of the Act on pages 656-667 of a Tulane Law article cited in the

petition.

The Bayh-Dole legislative history includes only the

law itself, the committee report on the bill, and the floor

debate on that particular bill. The Act's legislative history

does not include debates on other bills that were not enacted.

Notwithstanding, 70 of the footnotes of the total

number of the 82 on pages 656-667 reference statements that are

clearly outside of the Bayh-Dole legislative history. The

petition's footnotes 10, 12 and 14 are among these 70 footnotes.

Only 12 footnotes of the total 82 are directed to comments or

quotes from the hearings and Senate Report on the Act. Not one

of these 12 explicitly or by implication addresses the issue of
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pricing. Of the 12, footnotes 174 and 180 discussed by Senator

Bayh reference a discussion in the senate hearings and report

limited to a pay-back provision which has nothing to do with the

article's pricing theory.

20 of the 70 footnotes outside the Act's legislative

history reflect quotes by well-known opponents of contractor

ownership of federal inventions including Admiral H. G.

Rickover, General Russell Long, Congressman Jack Brooks, Ralph

Nader and others. Twelve of these 20 footnotes reference

statements made by Admiral Rickover. There is nothing in the

opponents statements beyond their well-known objection to

contractor ownership that suggests that they would accept the

contractor ownership policy found in the Act if it was only

conditioned by a .reservation in the government to determine a

reasonable price after marketing of the government funded

invention.

My September 27, 1976 statement on government patent

and used as the source of only the following comment on page

657:
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Subject: Re: [techno-l] My May 25 Statement at NllI meetingon the Essential InventionsPetition
From: JamesLove <james.love@cptech.org>
Date: Wed, 02 Jun 2004 18:09:04 -0400
To: Norman Latker <NJL@browdyneimark.com>
cc: Techno-I@lists.uventures.com

Norman. It is our contention that the term, ucontractor" is defined in 35 USC
201 (c) :

n(c) The term "contractor" means any person, small business firm, or nonprofit
organization that is a party to a funding agreement."

And, the term "p r a ctial application" is defined in 35 USC 201(f).

n(f) The term "practical application" means to manufacture in the case of a
composition or product, to practice in the case of a process or method, or to
operate in the case of a machine or system; and, in each case, under such
conditions as to establish that the invention is being utilized and that its
benefits are to the extent penmitted by law or Government regulations available to
the public on reasonable terms. 1I

We claim that the term "available to the public on reasonable terms" includes, but
is not limited to, price. In Senator Bayh's 1997 Cellpro March-In petition, he
focused on the royalties, which is another term, and he also said the NIH should
regulate royalties because they have an impact on the cost of medical care.

You say, "When reading the march-in clauses, it is -important to understand that
section 203a only applies to contractors-that is, the original researchers -and
assignees," further that "it cannot mean "reasonable prices, II because
contractors, in the view of the drafters, would not normally be setting prices. II

"in the view of the drafters" is a good
know this? Contractors can set prices.
Department on Energy, or the NIH. They
things.

one .... on what authority do you claim to
Ask the Department of Defense, the

can set royalties. They can do a lot of

What the Act does is provide that the government can issue a compulsory license,
if the patent owner does not make "practical application" of the patent, as
defined in 201(f), which includes the obligation that the benefits of the
invention be "available to the public on reasonable terms."

T~e terms by the contractor could be different things, such as in the Cellpro
case, the royalties. But as professor Reichman pointed out, the terms under
which an invention is developed -- price, royalties, market resale restrictions,
etc," normally have an effect on the prices consumer pay. The government may
also consider other issues, such as it may have in the negotations over the WARF
stem cell patents.

contractors can affect prices directly, by charging prices themselves, or
indirectly, by licensing inventions to parties that charge unreasonble prices.

It seems pretty stupid to me that lI a v a i l a b l e to the pUblic on reasonable terms"
would never allow the NIH to consider the one of the most relevant terms to the
public -- the price.

You may wish and hope that the NIH never looks at prices. Abbott may wish the
same. And NIH clearly can ignore prices if it wants to. But the Statute, the
regulations, and the contracts written into all of these grants and contracts,
give the goverment broad powers to march-in ~f the gQvernment does not believe the
prices (or other terms) are reasonable.

lof? 6/3/2004 8:27 PM
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The patent owner can develop an invention itself, it can license it to one or more
third parties, under a variety of different economic terms, exclusive or
none-exclusive, and it can supervise or ignore the prices charged by the
licensee. It can do just about anything. But the government retains rights to
march-in, if the "benefits" of the invention are not "available to the public on
reasonable terms." (a) and (c) are just different grounds for exercising
march-in rights under 203.

Why don't you give us the Latker defintion of "available to the public on
reasonable terms." You seem to have trouble with the "available to the pUblic"
part of "reasonable terms/II but the statutes includes both. You might re-read the
Halperin memo and ask why Congress declined to replace and with or, as was
requested by some.

"the invention is being utilized *and* that its benefits are to the extent
permitted by law or Government regulations available to the public on reasonable
terms. U

Maybe if the *and* was replaced by *or* you would have had a stronger case.

Tell us also why the House and the Senate versions of the bill included the much
more agressive recoupment provisions that were only dropped in conference.

Jamie

Norman Latker wrote:

As I indicated earlier Essential Inventions contention that "reasonable terms"
must mean "reasonable prices" is no longer credible based on the correct reading
of the Act set out in my May 25 statement below. If Jamie does not agree he is
free to make his case on this board. I do not believe he will do so because he
has commdtted himself to his misrepresentation of the Act allover capitol hill.
As I suggested earlier, the most effective way to undue the damage he has done
is request that the appropriate official at your institution make know to your
state's representatives on capitol hill the importance of the Act to your
state's economy and the damage that will be done if they bUy into Jamie's
misrepresentation of the Act. You and the pUblic are the ActUs direct
beneficiaries. While we in Washington are doing the best we can, It is you that
must step forward to defend the Act. If you can convince yourselves that this is
someone else's responsibility, be assured that Jam
is still on capitol hill misrepresenting the Act.

Norman J. Latker
Statement Before NIH On
Essential Inventions Petition Regarding Norvir
May 25, 2004

Hello. 1 1m NODm Latker, and I'm here to address the petition sponsored by Mr.
James Love of Essential Inventions, which asks NIH to end the exclusive title
held by Abbott Laboratories for the AIDS drug Norvir.

I thank you for the opportunity to address this issue today.

While I am sympathetic to the efforts of Mr. Love, which I believe are motivated
by a desire to enhance the quality of life for the millions of Americans living
with AIDS, I must oppose his petition, which, if successful, would undermine the
integrity of the Bayh-Dole Act, which I helped to draft back in the 1970s.

Although there was spirited opposition to Bayh-Dole when it was brought before
Congress in 1980, a broad political consensus wasulti~te+Ybut+t ~~9~~4 the
notion that market forces would do a far better job of disseminating
government-sponsored inventions than bureaucracies ever could.

6/312004 8:27PM
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As the Economist Magazine put it
of legislation to be enacted in America

on those who need
I do not know if

dontt know
who cannot afford

That may sound like hyperbole, but the impact of the Act has indeed been
astounding-and overwhelmingly positive.
It has fostered a potent four-way partnership between researchers, their
institutions, government and industry. That partnership has evolved into the
most powerful engine of practical innovation in the world, producing innumerable
advances that have extended life, improved its quality and reduced suffering for
hundreds of millions of people.
Of course, the law isn't perfect. No law is. There have been changes in the
three decades since Bayh-Dole1s passage-changes that no one could have
predicted. But overall it has stood the test of time.
While I feel I can provide some perspective on the Act, there is very little I
can say with authority on the underlying issues that have prompted Mr. Lovels
petition.
Frankly, there are a number of things that I simply do not know.

For example, I don't know how Abbott Laboratories reached its decision to raise
the price of Norvir. I dontt know whether it was based on legitimate business
issues, or as AIDS activists allege, on simple corporate greed.

Nor can I pretend to know what impact the price hike will have
the drug to stay healthy, or on the healthcare finance system.
some people who need Norvir will now not have access to it. I
whether Abbott's promise to provide the drug for free to those
it should be taken at face value.
It is worth noting that Senator John McCain has called on the Federal Trade
Commission to investigate Abbott Laboratories for possible abuse of its monopoly
power with respect to Norvir. Attorneys General in Illinois and New York are
also looking into the matter. Again, I do not know precisely what criteria
these organs of government might use to determine whether corrective action is
warranted.
But I do know this: the Bayh-Dole Act is not an arbiter of healthcare policy or
drug pricing, and was never intended to be.
Bayh-Dole defines critically important aspects of intellectual property law,
while ensuring that viable government~sponsoredresearch does not go to waste.
It is decidedly ill-suited for any other purpose.

Simply put, the legal philosophy of Bayh-Dole is this: if the government accords
broad marketplace prerogatives to the developers of government-funded
inventions, such inventions are far more likely to be developed and disseminated
to the public.
The law holds that intellectual property rights should be accorded in full to
the innovators, rather than to the government agency that financed their
research, and that developers should be free to leverage their property rights
to their advantage in the market place as intended by the patent system.
There were a few conditions placed on this freedom-conditions which are now the
sUbject of dispute. In layman's terms, the conditions provided that:

a) Reasonable efforts were required to develop the inventions to
practical application, and made readily available to society;

~-","'0~0,pq.>"'""""-"+'--~~"b")~~-~~~";"~The"~"±nvent;±on-S~"Sh0u~d·"-n0t.""~"be""used·"~:i::n",·-s,uch.-<va",""wa¥-,,,."t;ha.&~rni..g,ht-,,,,,thr-eaten.,..,..,,,,,,,,",,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,_",,,,=,,,,~;,,,,",";_
, public health;

c) If an invention were subject to a federal order of some kind, the
developer must comply with that order; and

d) The marketed invention should be made within the United States.

These conditions were translated into the legal language found in section 203 of
the Act-what we now refer to as the "march-in" clauses, because they give the
government the power to lImar c h- i n " and reassign intellectual property rights.
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These were conceived as extraordinary measures to be used only when there was
overwhelming evidence to show that the public resources invested into an
innovation were being wasted or abused.
Obviously, Abbott Laboratories has been enormously successful in bringing the
benefits of Norvir to the pUblic at large. The drug may be expensive-perhaps
intolerably expensive, given the critical importance it holds for people with
AIDS. But by the criteria established by Bayh-Dole, Abbott has complied with
the law.

Mr. Love would of course disagree, both with my interpretation of the march-in
clauses and my belief that Abbott has not broken the law.

His petition asserts that Bayh-Dole invests NIH with the authority to determine
whether the price of Norvir is too high and, if so, to terminate the exclusivity
of Abbott's property rights.

The petition points out that one march-in clause, section 203a, specifies that
the invention in question must be made available on "reasonable terms", which
the authors interpret to mean "reasonable prices".
None of this is supported by a correct reading of the Act and its legislative
history.
In fact, if the drafters of Bayh-Dole had intended such an interpretation, we
would have inserted specific criteria into the law to enable NIH-or any
government funding agency -to assess what a reasonable price might be. No such
criteria are found, because controlling patent rights on the basis of price was
antithetical to what the drafters had in mind.

Nor did we envision that the law could authorize government funding agencies to
compel private entities to divulge internal accounts or pricing information. If
we had foreseen such a process, the Act would have contained enabling language
specifically empowering it.
It must be admitted that the law is written in the arcane legalese of the
period, and many sections are quite easy to misinterpret unless ar.med with the
correct definitions.
Let me provide some of those definitions now.
The Bayh-Dole Act refers to three key entities involved in the
government-sponsored research and sUbsequent development of an invention.
1) Contractors: These are the organizations that originally used government
research funds to make fundamental discoveries

2) Licensees: These are the entities that acquire a license to an invention,
develop it and bring it to the marketplace. They pay royalties to the
contractor. And bear risk. In the fields of human health and life sciences,
these are usually drug companies.

3) Assignees: These are defined by the Act as non-profit patent management
organizations, which at the time brokered the license agreements between the
contractor and the licensee. Their role has been marginalized in recent years
as universities and research institutes have taken on the role themselves.

When reading the march-in clauses, it is important to understand that Section
203a only applies to contractors-that is, the original researchers -and
assignees.

section 203a does not apply to licensees.

This was not an accidental omQssion. That licensees are consciously excluded
from 203a is obvious, because the next three sections -203b--d explicitly apply
to all three entities: contractors, assignees and licensees.
Back in 1980, it was clear that most health inventions could only be practically
developed under licenses with the drug industry. Bayh-Dole granted the property
rights to the contractor, who would then negotiate a license agreement with the
licensee. Of course, drug pricing played no role in these negotiations. Pricing
a drug which has not yet been tested, approved and marketed is, of course,
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impossible.

As the phrase "reasonable terms" found in 203a applies to contractors, and not
to licensees, it cannot mean "reasonable prices," because contractors, in the
view of the drafters, would not normally be setting prices. Further, they are
not required to do 50 under the defined contractor obligations under the Act.
The phrase clearly refers to the ter.ms of the agreement between the contractor
and the licensee.
Bayh-Dole wants government-sponsored inventions moved to the marketplace.
Towards that end, it obligates the contractor to transfer the invention to the
licensee without demanding exorbitant, or unreasonable, royalties.

The ultimate price of the drug to be developed had nothing at all to do with
section 203a or the contractor's defined obligations under sec. 202c. Pricing
was -and is-left to the discretion of the licensee. It is the licensee, after
all, who bears all the risks of developing the innovations-the clinical trials,
the FDA approval procedures, the vagaries of the marketplace. They do 50 because
they know that Bayh-Dole guarantees them exclusive rights over the invention.

After explaining all that, I must now point out that Norvir has never been
licensed, and that Abbott Laboratories is not a licensee. It is, in fact, a
contractor who obtained title to its invention directly through a contract with
NIH.
Again, when the law was written, we thought that in most cases, a contractor
would be an academic, research institute or small business that would not have
the resources to develop and market the invention on their own. Bayh-Dole
therefore emphasizes the licensing process, as is abundantly evident throughout
the Act and its implementing regulations.

Abbott Laboratories, as it happens, had no need to license its invention. It had
title to the invention and the resources to bring it to the market without any
assistance.
This exposes a minor ambiguity in Bayh-Dole. Obviously, tlreasonable terms" in
this particular case cannot mean "reasonable royalties." But neither can it mean
"reasonable pricing", as a requirement of the contractor under its defined
obligations. In other words, we cannot spontaneously reinterpret 203a to mean
that when a contractor brings a drug to market itself, it must price the drug
"reasonably". "Reasonable terms" could not mean one thing for a licensee, and
another for a contractor, unless the law contained specific language defining
these meanings.

The intent of 203a is obvious enough, even if it fails to specifically address
the case at hand.

In closing, I'd like to return briefly to the broader issues that have prompted
Mr. Love's petition.
It must be plainly understood that medical access problems in the United states
stem not from the research and development regime, but from the way healthcare
entitlements are ascribed and healthcare resources are distributed.
I confess that I am no fan of price controls, because I believe that they could
stifle innovation and drastically reduce the amount of money the drug industry
pumps into pharmaceutical research every year. Contrary to what has been
published in recent weeks, only a very small portion of the government health
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. clinical studies. Most is used to sponsor investigations into the life
sciences.

It is in fact the private sector that ponies up the resources to develop, test,
obtain approval for, and market new drugs. It is an undeniable responsibility
of government to create and maintain incentives for these investments, because
there is no way the government could manage the job on its own.

In the absence of government price controls, drug companies will seek to
maximize their profits by balancing prices with the need for market penetration
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- and that is exactly what the drafters of Bayh-Dole expected. Pricing freedom
is one reason often cited by the pharmaceutical industry for concentrating their
research and development activities in the U.S. It is why the U.S. remains the
world leader in medical research, and why so many drugs are made available here
first.

That said, the public has an interest in affordable healthcare. I think there
are many ways that might be achieved without resorting to outright price
controls. State governments, for example, are themselves major purchasers of
drugs, and could, through clever use of their market power, help keep prices
down.

If a political consensus were to emerge that drug prices need to be controlled
by the government, the only legal and appropriate means of instituting such
controls would be through a full-fledged legislative process, tested by the
courts and administered through empowered organs of government.

Obviously any healthcare reform effort could face resistance from vested
interests, and it is tempting for some to look for shortcuts. But twisting
intellectual property law into an administrative mechanism to control drug
prices would have intolerable consequences for innovation, drug development and
healthcare in this country.

A sober reading of the Bayh-Dole Act will leave no doubt that retail drug
pricing has nothing to do with the march-in provisions of the Act.
Mr. Love's petition must therefore be denied.

Thank you again for the opportunity to be here today.
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Dear Colleagues:

I would like to say a few words on behalf of President Reagan.
From the beginning, the Reagan White House embraced the Bayh-Dole Act as

their own. It fit exactly into the Reagan agenda of deregulation and
decentralization of decision-making as an incentive for invention and innovation.
President Reagan frequently reminded us that the Soviet Union would ultimately
fail because it suppressed exactly these kinds of incentives.

The White House was actively involved in enhancing the Act's incentives
and their implementation as part of the President's effort to relight America's
entrepreneurial spirit. OMB Circular A-124 implementing the Act was issued in
1982; his 1983 memorandum expanded the Act to additional contractors; the
Administration's 1984 amendments to the Act and their 1987 implementing
regulations expanded the Act's incentives to encourage greater involvement in
invention and technology transfer, and their 1986 Federal technology Transfer Act
expanded the prerogatives provided to non-profit organizations under Bayh-Dole to
the Federal Laboratories. His 1987 Executive Order restated and emphasized all of
his earlier actions.

In addition, the Administration supported creation of the small business
set-aside program (SBIR) and the two-tier Patent Office fee schedule to assist
small business, non-profit organizations and independent inventors.

These completed the Bayh-Dole body of laws, regulations and executive
actions that are now your legacy.

There may always be contention on whether President Reagan was primarily
responsible for ending the cold war and/or inflation. Decades from now there
should be no debate on the amazing contribution the Reagan White House made to the
rebirth of innovation in this country.

Thank you, Mr. President.
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Address to the British House of Commons

London
June 8, 1982

Considered bysome tobe the originsi ·evilempire" speech, Reagan takes ontotalitarianism andtheSoViet
Union.In it he says' militarystrengthis the prerequisite topeace, • a themehe wouldrepeatthroughouthis
presidency.

We'ra approaching the andof a bloodycenturyplaguedby a terriblepoIiticel invention -totalitarianism.
Optimism comes lesseasily today, not because democracy is lessvigorous, bUt because democracy's
enemies have refined their instruments of repression. yet optimism is inorder because daybydaydemocracy
is proving ilaetito bea not atall hagile flower.FromStetlinon the Balticto Varnaonthe BlackSea,the
regimesplanted by totalitarianism havehad morethan thirly yearsto eslablishtheir legitimacy. But none- not
one regime- hasyetbeenableto risk-freeelections. Regimesplanted by beyonets do nottakeroot.

The strengthof the SoIidarily movement in Polanddemonstrates the truth told in an underground joke in the
Soviet Union. It is that the Soviet Union would remain a one-party nation even·if anopposition party were
penniltedbecauseeveryone wouldjoin the opposition parly....

Historianslookingbeckat our timewill notethe consistentrestraintandpeacefulintentions of the West. They
will note thatitwasthedemocracies who refused tousethethreat of their nuclear monopoly intheforties and
earlyfifties for territorial or imperial gain. Hadthat nuclearmonopoly been in the handsof the Communist
world,the mapof Europe-indeed, the world-would lookverydifferenttoday. And certainly theywill note ~ was
not the democracies that invaded Afghanistan or suppressedPolishSolidarily or usedchemical andtoxin
warfare in Afghanistan and Southeast Asia.

If historyteachesanything, lt teachesself-delusion in the face of unpleasant facts is folly. We see aroundus
today themarks ofourterrible dilemma-predictions ofdoomsday, anti-nuclear demonstrations, anarmsrace
in which the West must, for iIs ownprotection, be an unwillingparticipant. At the sametimewe seetotalitarian
forces intheworld whoseeksubversion andconflict around theglobe tofurther their barbarous assault onthe
human spirit. What,then, is ourceurse? Must cMlization perish in a hail of fiery atoms? MUStfreedomwither
in a qulet,deadening accommodation withtotalitarian evil?

Sir Winston Churchillrefusedto acceptthe inevilabilily of waror eventhat iIwas imminent. Hesaid, "I do not
believe lliatSoviet Russia desires war.Whatthey desire isthefruits ofwarand the indefinite expansion of
their power and doctrines. But what we have toconsider here today while time remains isthepennanent
prevention ofwarand theestablishment ofconditions of freedom and democracy as rapidly as possible inall
countries."

Well, this is preciselyour missiontoday: to preserve freedomas wellas peace. It maynot beeasyto see; but I
believe we live now ata turning point.

In an ironic sense Karl Marxwas right. We arewitnessing today a great revolutionary crisis, a crisis where the
demandsof the economic orderareconflicting directlywith thoseof the political order. But the crisis is
happening not inthefree, non Marxist West but inthehome of Marxism-leninism, theSoviet Union. tt isthe
SovietUnionthat runs againstthe tideof historyby denyinghumanfreedom and human dignily to iIs c~izans.

It also is in deepeconomic difficuily.The rateof growthin the national producthas been steadilydeclining
since the fiflies and ls less than halfof what ~ wasthen.

~"',-'''''''''.'''''''''~''''''''''''~'.'~...~'"W---,~",~,~,~"".",x"'0"'~"Th~'d-i~~~i~~;~rn;j;0ia"ii;;;~;·;;~~;;di;;g:';~~~nt;y YJhj;;h""'~mpkiYson;firihOfilS~PoPUlation'in ag'rtcu~ure-~~='~0"e-,""~~~",-,-_·'
is unableto feediIs ownpeople. Were ~ not for the privatesector,the tiny private sectortolerated in Soviet
agricullura, the countrymight beonthe brinkof famine. These private plotsoccupya bare3 percentof the
arablelandbut accountfor nearlyone-quarler of Sovietfarm outputand nearlyone-lhlrdof meal productsand
vegelables. Over-centrallzed, with littleor no incentives, yearafler yearthe SovielsystempoUIS ita best
resources intothe makingof instruments of destruction. The constantshrinkage of economic growthcombined
with the growih of militaryproduction is pulling a heavystrainon the Sovietpeople. What we seehereis a
polilicalstructurethat no longercorresponds to iIs economicbase,a societywhereproduclive forcedare
hampered by political ones.

The decay oftheSoviet experiment should corne as no surprise tous.Wherever thecomparisons have been
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made between freeandclosed societies - West Germany and EastGermany, Austria andCzechoslovakia,
Malaysia andVietnam - itisthedemocratic countries that areprosperous andresponsive tothe needs oftheir
people. Andoneof the simple butoverwhelming facts ofourtime isthis: ofallthemillions of refugees we've
seen inthemodem world, their flight is always away from, not toward the COmmunist world. Today onthe
NATOline, ourmilitary forces face eastto prevent a possible invasion. On theother sideoftheline, theSoviet
forces also faceeasttoprevent their people from leaving.

Thehard evidence oftotalitarian rule hascaused inmankind an uprising of theintellect andwill. Whether it is
thegrowth ofthenewschools of economics inAmerica or England ortheappearance ofthescxalled new
philosophers in France, there is one unifying thread running through the intellectual work of these groups 
rejection of the arbnrary powerof the state, the refusal to subordinate the rightsof the indMdual to the
superstate, therealization thatcollectivism stifles allthebest human impulses....

Chairman Brezhnev repeatedly has stressed thatthe competition of ideasandsystemsmust continue andthat
this isentirely consistent with relaxation oftensions andpeace.

Well.we ask onlythat thesesystemsbeginbyIMngupto theirown constltutions, abiding bytheirown laws,
andcomplying with theinternational obligations they have undertaken. We askonly fora process, a direction, a
basiccode ofdecency, notforan instant transfonnation.

We cannot ignore the fact thateven without ourencouragement there hasbeen and will continue tobe
repeated explosion against repression anddictatorships. The SoViet Union itself isnotimmune tothis reality.
Anysystemis inherently unstablethathasno peaceful meansto legitimize its leaders. In such cases, thevery
repressiveness of the state uilimately drivespeople to resistn, if necessary, by force.

While we must be cautious about forcing thepace ofchange, we must nothesitate todeclare ourultimate
objectives andtotakeconcrete actions tomove toward them. We must be staunch inourconviction that
freedom isnotthesaleprerogative ofa lucky few but theinalienable anduniversal right ofallhuman beings. So
statesthe Unned NationsUniversal Declaration of Human Rights, which, among otherthings,guarantees free
elections.

Theobjective I propose is qujte simple tostate: tofoster theinfrastructure of democracy, thesystem ofa free
press, unions, political parties, universities, which allows a people tochoose their own way todevelop their own
culture, to reconcile their own differences through peaceful means.

Thisisnotcultural imperialism; it is providing themeans forgenuine self-determination andprotection for
diversity. Democracy already nourishes in countries withverydifferentcu1llresand historical experlences. It
wouldbe culturalcondescension, orworse, tosaythat anypeople preferdictatorship todemocracy. Who
wouldvoluntarily choosenotto havethe rightto vote, decideto purchasegovernment propaganda handouts
instead ofIndependent newspapers, prefer government toworker..controlled unions, optforland tobeowned
bythe stateInstead of thosewhotill lt, wantgovernment repression of religiousliberty, a singlepolnical party
instead ofa freechoice, a rigid cultural orthodoxy instead ofdemocratic tolerance anddiversity.

Since 1917the Soviet Union hasgiven covert political training andassistailce to Marxist-Leninists inmany
countries. Ofcourse, italso haspromoted theuseofviolence andsubversion bythese same forces. Overthe
pastseveral decades, West European andothersocialdemocrats. Christiandemocrats. andleaders have
offeredopenassistanceto fraternal, political, andsocialInstitutions to bringaboutpeaceful anddemocratic
progress. Appropriately, for a vigorous newdemocracy, the Federal RepUblic of Geonany's polnical
foundations have become a major force inthis effort.

We inAmerica nowintend totakeadditional steps,as many orourallies have already done, toward realizing
thissame goal. The chairmen andother leaders ofthenational Republican andDemocratic party organizations
are initiating a studywith the bipartisan American Potnical Foundation to deteonlne howthe UnitedStalescan
best contribute as a nation to the global campaign for democracy nowgatheringforce.Theywill havethe
cooperation ofcongressional leaders of both parties, along with representatives ofbusiness, labor, and other
major institutions inoursociety. I lookforward toreceMng their recommendations andtoworking with these
institutions andthe Congress in thecommon taskof strengthening democracy throughout theWO~d.

It is timethatwe committed ourselves as a nation -In boththe publicand private sectors- toassisting
democratic development....

<~.~".._·_ _ _<..~ WhatJ.am.describing.nOWjs..~.pl.~n.~n.d.•~.bOP!tfQrJb~lQn.gJe!]lLc:.the.In'!..T2iloff~.2!!!.i!!'S! ..~!m~~ex ~ ~~ ~..
which will leave Marxism-leninism ontheashheap ofhistory as ithasleftother tyrannies which stifle the
freedom and muzzletheself-expression of tha people. And there whywe must coritinue ourefforts10
strengthen NATO even aswe move forward with ourzero-optlon inmative inthenegotiations on
intermediate-range forces andourproposal fora one-third reduction in strategic ballistic missile warheads.

Our militarystrengthis a prerequlske to peace, but letn beclearwe maintain this strength Inthe hopen will
never beused, fortheultimate determinant inthestruggle thafsnowgoing onin the worldwill notbe bomb
sand rockets buta test ofwills andideas, a trial ofspiritual resolve, thevalues we hold, thebeliefs wecherish,
the idealsto whichwe are dedicated.

The Britishpeopleknowthat,givenstrongleadership, time.enda littlebn of hope, the forcesof good ullimately
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rally andtriumph over evil. Hereamong you is thecradle ofself..govemment. theMother of Parliaments. Hereis
theenduring greatness oftheBritish contribution tomankind, thegreat cMlized ideas: individual liberty,
representative government, andthe ruleof law under God.

I'veallen wondered aboutthe shynessof someof us in the West aboutstandingfor these idealsthat have
done somuch toeasetheplight of manandthehardships ofourimperfect world. Thisreluctance tousethose
vast resources atourcommand reminds meoftheelderly lady whose home wasbombed intheblitz. Asthe
rescuers moved about, they found a bottle ofbrandy she'd stored behind thestaircase, which wasallthatwas
lell standing. And sinceshe was bare1yconscious, oneof theworkerspulledthe cork togiveher a tasteof II.
Shecame around immediately andsaid, "Here now- there now, put itback. Tharsforemergencies."

Well, the emergency is upon us. Letus be shy no longer. Letus go toour strength. Letus offer hope.Let us
tell the worldthat a newage is not onlypossiblebut probeble.

Duringthe darkdaysof the second Wand War, whenthis islandwas incandescent with courage, Winston
Churchillexclaimed aboutBritain'sadversaries, 'What kindof people do they think weare7' Well, Brilain's
adversaries foundout whatextraordinary peoplethe Britishare. Butall the democracies paida terribleprtcefor
allowing thedictatorsto underestimate us.We darenotmake that mistake again. So,letusaskourselves,
''What kindof people dowethink weare7' And let us answer, "Freepeople, wonhyoffnaedomanddetermined
notonly toremain so but to helpothers gain their freedom aswell."

Sir Winston led his people togreatvictory in warand then lost an election jUstas the fruits of victorywere
aboutto beenjoyed. But he lell office honorably and,as II turnedout, temporartly,.knowing that the libertyof his
people wasmore important than thefateofanysingle leader. History recalls hisgreatness inways nodictator
will everknOW. And he lell us a messageof hopefor the future,as timelynowas whenhe first uttered II, as
opposition leaderin the Commonsneartylwenly-seven yearsago,whenhesaid, ''When we lookbeckon all the
pertlsthroughwhichwehavepassed andat the mightyfoes thatwehavelaid lowandall the darkand deadly
designsthst wehave frustrated, why shouldwe fear for our future?We have," he said, "come safelythrough
the worst."

Well, the task i'veset forih will longoutliveour own generation. Buttogether, wetoo havecomethroughthe
worst.Let us nowbegina majoreffort to securethe besl- a crusadefor freedom that will engagethe fallhand
fortitudeof thenext generation. Forthesakeof peace andjustice, letusmove toward a world in·which all
people areat last free to determine their own destiny.
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Subject: Spam Alert: [tecbno-I] Pres. Reagan
From: "Norman Latker" <NJL@browdyneimark.com>
Date: Wed, 09 Jun 2004 17:25:43 -0400
To: <Tecbno-I@lists.uventures.com>

Dear Colleagues:

I would like to say a few words on behalf of President Reagan.
From the beginning, the Reagan White House embraced the Bayh-Dole Act as

their own. It fit exactly into the Reagan agenda of deregulation and
decentralization of decision-making as an incentive for invention and innovation.
President Reagan frequently reminded us that the soviet Union would ultimately
fail because it suppressed exactly these kinds of incentives.

'I'he_Wl1~te:fI()~~l:!....~~~ ... a~t~Y~+Y ~P:Y.<?J:y~g. ~_l':l __~gl1c:ll':lg,t_pg_'l:h~:p.,9"t:'$ __ :il'l.c:ep:l:j,.yes.
and their implementation as part of the President's effort to relight Americals
entrepreneurial spirit. OMB Circular A-124 implementing the Act was issued in
1982; his 1983 memorandum expanded the Act to additional contractors; the
Administration's 1984 amendments to the Act and their 1987 implementing
regulations expanded the Act's incentives to encourage greater involvement in
invention and technology transfer, and their 1986 Federal technology Transfer Act
expanded the prerogatives provided to non-profit organizations under Bayh-Dole to
the Federal Laboratories. His 1987 Executive Order restated and emphasized all of
his earlier actions.

In addition, the Administration supported creation of the small business
set-aside program (SBIR) and the two-tier Patent Office fee schedule to assist
small business, non-profit organizations and independent inventors.

These completed the Bayh-Dole body of laws, regulations and executive
actions that are now your legacy.

There may always be contention on whether president Reagan was primarily
responsible .for ending the cold war and/or inflation. Decades from now there
should be no debate on the amazing contribution the Reagan White House made to the
rebirth of innovation in this country.

Thank you, Mr. President.
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Hello. I'm Norman Latker, and I'm here to address the petition sponsored by Mr James Love of
Essential Inventions, which asks NIH to obviate the exclusive title held by Abbot Laboratories for
the AIDS drug Retonavir.

I'd like to thank the organizers of this meeting for the opportunity to address this issue today.

While I am sympathetic to the efforts ofMr Love, which I believe are motivated by a desire to
enhance the quality of life for the millions ofAmericans livingwith AIDS, I must oppose his
petition, which, if successful, would undermine the integrity of the Bayh-Dole Act, which I helped
to draft back in the 1970s.

Although there was spirited opposition to Bayh-Dole when it was brought before Congress in 1980,
a broad 'political consensus was built around the notion that market forces would do a far better job
of disseminating government-sponsored inventions than bureaucracies ever could.

The Act has been enormously successful. As the Economist Magazine put it recently, it is "the most
inspired piece oflegislation to be enacted in America over the past half-century."

That may sound like hyperbole, but the impact of the Act has indeed been astounding-and
overwhelmingly positive.

It has fostered a potent four-way partnership between researchers, their institutions, government
and industry. That partnership has evolved into the most powerful engine ofpractical innovation in
the world, producing innumerable advances that have extended life, improved its quality and
redu~, suffering for hundreds of millions of people.

<>

Of course, the law it isn't perfect. No lawis. There have been many changes in the three decades
since Bayh-Dole's passage---changes that no one could have predicted. But overall it has stood the
test of time.

While I feel I can provide some perspective on the Act, there is very little I can say on the
underlying issues that have prompted Mr Love's petition.

Frankly, there are a number of things that I simply do not know.

For example, I don't know how Abbott Laboratories reasoned its decision to raise the price of
Retonavir. I don't know whether it was based on legitimate business issues, or as AIDS activists

'---"'-"'---'~'iillege~on Urimil1giife11 corporate greed:---···~·-··-"····"~··---·"·-·""·"··-····"·~······ _ ••.•..••.~._..•.•••_._-' .

Nor can I pretend to know what impact the price hike will have 0", those who need the drug to stay
healthy, or on the healthcare finance system. I do not know if some people who need Retonavir will
now not have access to it. I don't know whether Abbot's promise toprovide the drug for free to
those who cannot afford it should be taken at face value.
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It is worth noting that SenatorJohn McCain has called on the Federal Trade Commission to
investigate Abbott Laboratories for possible abuse of its monopoly power with respect to Retonavir
. Attorneys General in Illinois and New York are also looking into the matter. Again, I do not know
precisely what criteria these organs ofgovernment might use to determine whether corrective action
is warranted.

But I do know this: the Bayh-Dole Act is not an arbiter ofhealthcare policy or drug pricing, and was
never intended to be.

Bayh-Dole defines critically important aspects of intellectual property law, while ensuring that viable
government-sponsored research does not go to waste.

It is decidedly ill suited for any other purpose.

Simply put, the legalphilosophy ofBayh-Dole is this: if the government accords broad marketplace
prerogatives to the developers ofgovernment-funded inventions, such inventions are far more likely
to be developed and disseminated to the public.

The law holds that intellectual property rights should be accorded in full to the innovators, rather
than to the government agency that financed their research, and that innovators should be free to
leverage their property rights to their advantage in the market place as intended by the patent
system.

There were a few conditions placed on this freedom-conditions which are now the subject of
dispute. ill layman's terms, the rights were transferred provided that

a) Reasonable efforts were required to develop the inventions to practical
application, and made readily available to society;

b) The inventions should not be used in such a way that might threaten public
health;

c) If an invention were subject to a federal order of some kind, the developer
must comply with that order; and

d) The inventions should be developed within the United States.

-"'·~~·~"·····~-···.!.I'hese·conditions"Were"'translated··int0·the·1egal·language·faun<Hn·seetian·2()3·0t:the~Act---what.we~~..~.~•.~-~.~~
now refer to as the "March-in" clauses, because they give the government the power to "march-in"
and reassign intellectual property rights. These were conceived as extraordinary measures to be used
only when there was overwhelming evidence to show that the public resources invested into an
innovation were being wasted or abused.

Obviously, Abbot Laboratories has been enormously successful in bringing the benefits of
Retonavir to the public at large. The drug may be expensive-perhaps intolerably expensive, given
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the critical importance it holds for people with AIDS. But by the criteria established by Bayh-Dole,
Abbot has complied with the law.

Mr Love would of course disagree,both with my interpretation of the March-in clauses and my
belief that Abbot has not broken the law.

They assert that Bayh-Dole invests NIH with the authority to determine whether the price of
Retonavir is too high and, if so, to terminate the exclusivityofAbbot's property rights.

They point out that one March-in clause, section 203a, specifies that the invention in question must
be made available on "reasonable terms", which they interpret to mean "reasonable prices".

None of this is supported by a correct reading of the Act and its legislative history.

In fact, if the drafters ofBayh-Dole had intended such an interpretation, we would have inserted
specific criteria into the law to enable NIH----or any government funding agency -to assess what a
reasonable price might be. No such criteria are found, because controlling patent rights on the basis
of price was antithetical to what the drafters had in mind.

Nor did we envision that the law could authorize government funding agencies to compel private
entities to divulge internal accounts or pricing information. Ifwe had foreseen such a process, the
Act would have contained enabling language specifically empowering it.

It must be admitted that the law is written in the arcane legaleseof the period, and many sections are
quite easy to misinterpret unless armed with the correct definitions.

Let me provide some of those definitions now. The Bayh-Dole act refers to three key entities
involved in the government-sponsored research and subsequent development of an invention.

1) Contractors: These are the individuals or organisations that originally used government research
funds to make fundamental discoveries

2) Licensees: These are the entities that acquire a license to an invention, develop it and bring it to
the marketplace. They pay royalties to the contractor. And bear risk...In the field ofhuman
health, these are usually drug companies.

·-··---··-···~y···7\lrstgrre1:1r:-Tlfes~·are·defined-brttre·*tt"as·rron"'profirpatenrmanagemenrorganizations;-which··············,

at the time brokered the license agreements between the contractor and the licensee. Their role
has been marginalized in recent years as universities and research institutes have taken on the
role themselves.

When reading the March-in clauses, it is important to understand that Section 203a onlY applies to
contractors-that is, the original researchers -and assignees.

Section 203a does notapply to licensees.
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This was not an accidental omission. That Iicencsees are consciously excluded from 203a is obvious,
because the next two sections -203b and 203c-explicitly apply to all three entities: contractors,
assignees and licensees. The last section-203e--onfy applies to licensees.

Back in 1980, it was clear that most health inventions could only be practically developed under
licenses with the drug industry. Bayh-Dole granted the property rights to the contractor, who would
then negotiate a license agreement with the licensee. Of course, drug pricing played no role in these
negotiations. Pricing a drug which has not yet been tested, approved and marketed is, of course,
impossible.

Ai; the phrase "reasonable terms" found in 203a applies to contractors, and not to licensees, it cannot
mean "reasonable prices." The phrase refers to the terms of the contract between the contractor and
the licensee. Bayh-Dole wants government-sponsored inventions moved to the marketplace.
Towards that end, it obligates the contractor to transfer the invention to the licensee without
demanding exorbitant, or unreasonable, "!yalties.

The ultimate price of the drug to be developed had nothing at all to with section 203a. Pricing was
-and is--left to the discretion of the licensee. It is the licensee, after all, who bears all the risks of
developing the innovations-the clinical trials, the FDA approval procedures, the vagaries of the
marketplace.. They do so because they know that Bayh-Dole guarantees them ownership rights over
the invention.

After explaining all that, I must now point out that Retonavir has never been licensed, and that Abbot
Laboratories is nota licensee. It is, in fact, a contractor who possesses ditect title to the invention.

When the law was written, we thought that in most cases, a contractor would be an academic, or a
research institute, that would not have the resources to develop and market the invention on their
own. Bayh-Dole emphasizes the licensing process, as is abundantly evident throughout the act and
its implementing regulations.

Abbot Laboratories, by contrast, had no need to license its invention. It had the resources to bring
the invention to market without any assistance.

This exposes an ambiguity in Bayh-Dole, and renders section 203a meaningless. Obviously,
"reasonable terms" in this particular case cannot mean "reasonable royalties." But neither can it

_.~_.._~._.~.__.m~:reasonable.pricing::,_asJ:hat..wallo.not.concei:v:ed.o[or..elaborated-=y:where.in.theJegislatio.n..._.__._._~ ~

In other words, we cannot spontaneously reinterpret 203a to mean that when contractor brings a
drug to market itself, it must price the drug "reasonably." The intent of203a is obvious enough,
even if it fails to address the case at hand. .

xxx
Dad:from here theconclusion isn't crafted. I'll makeuse ufthe twoparagraphs helow. I willalso try to reinsertyour
passage about how mostgovernment research monf!Y isn't spent ondrug development, asEI asserts.
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Healthcare reform has been under consideration in the Congress recently and the possibility of the
policies of state-mandated price controls or broad entitlements to healthcare as they exist in
European countries have been discussed. But the appropriate means to effect such policies must be
through public debate, legislation and!or referenda.

Obviously any healthcare reform effort could face resistance from vested interests, and it is tempting
for some to look for shortcuts. But twisting intellectual property law into a political weapon of
expediency is not the answer.
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Hello. I'm Norman Latker, and I'm here to address the petition sponsored by Mr James Love of
Essential Inventions, which asks NIH to obviate the exclusive title held by Abbot Laboratories for
the AIDS drug Retonavir,

I'd like to thank the organizers of this meeting for the opportunity to address this issue today.

While I am sympathetic to the efforts of Mr Love, which I believe are motivated by a desire to
enhance the quality of life for the millions ofAmericans living with AIDS, I must oppose his
petition, which, if successful, would undermine the integrity of the Bayh-Dole Act, which I helped
to draft back in the 1970s .

. Although there was spirited opposition to Bayh-Dole when it was brought before Congress in 1980,
a broad political consensus was built around the notion that market forces would do a far better job
of disseminating government-sponsored inventions than bureaucracies ever could.

The Act has been enormously successful. As the Economist Magazine put it recently, it is "the most
inspired piece oflegislation to be enacted in America over the past half-century."

That may sound like hyperbole, but the impact of the Act has indeed been astounding-and
overwhelmingly positive.

It has fostered a potent four-way partnership between researchers, their institutions, government
and industry. That partnership has evolved into the most powerful engine of practical innovation in
the world, producing innumerable advances that have extended life, improved its quality and
reduced suffering for hundreds of millions ofpeople.

~1t'AJI'"Of course, the law it isn't perfect. No law is. There have been~P22828' the three decades
since Bayh-Dole's passage--changes that no one could have predicted. But overall it has stood the
test of time.

While I feel I can provide some perspective on the Act, there is very little I can say on the
underlying issues that have prompted Mr Love's petition.

Frankly, there are a number of things that I simply do not know.

For example, I don't know how Abbott Laboratories reasoned its decision to raise the price of
Retonavir. I don't know whether it was based on legitimate business issues, or as AIDS activists

..._._.~-~-~~. -anege;-'ol1llcn611?g;iliacorp()rnfiq~ree(l:'---·--"---·--·-'·-'-·-··-···"·-"··----··· _-_ _•.._.•_-..--.-_.•.__...;

Nor can I pretend to know what impact the price hike will have on those who need the drug to stay
healthy, or on the healthcare finance system. I do not know if some people who need Retonavir will
now not have access to it. I don't know whether Abbot's promise to provide the drug for free to
those who cannot afford it should be taken at face value.
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It is worth noting that SenatorJohn McCain has called on the Federal Trade Commission to
investigate Abbott Laboratories for possible abuse of its monopoly power with respect to Retonavir
. Attorneys General in Illinois and New York are also looking into the matter. Again, I do not know
precisely what criteria these organs ofgovernment might use to determine whether corrective action
is warranted.

But I do know this: the Bayh-Dole Act is not an arbiter of healthcare policy or drug pricing, and was
never intended to be.

Bayh-Dole defines criticallyimportant aspects of intellectual property law,while ensuring that viable
government-sponsored research does not go to waste.

It is decidedly ill suited for any other purpose.

Simply put, the legal philosophy ofBayh-Dole is this: if the government accords broad marketplace
prerogatives to the developers of government-funded inventions, such inventions are far more likely
to be developed and disseminated to the public.

The law holds that intellectual property rights should be accorded in full to the innovators, rather
than to the government agency that financed their research, and that innovators should be free to
leverage their property rights to their advantage in the market place as intended by the patent
system.

There were a few conditions placed on this freedom-s-conditions which are now the subject of
dispute. In layman's terms, the rights were transferred provided that

a) Reasonable efforts were required to develop the inventions to practical
application, and made readily available to society;

b) The inventions should not be used in such a way that might threaten public
health;

c) If an invention were subject to a federal order of some kind, the developer
must comply with that order; and

d) The inventions should be developed within the United States.

_··~""·····_·····~··-~4:hese~0nditions··w&e""translated.into-the·.legal.language.,found.in.section.203.of.thed~ct;,..~what""we-••.••.•__""..'...._~
now refer to as the "JfGrch-in" clauses, because they give the government the power to "march-in"
and reassign intellectual property rights. These were conceived as extraordinary measures to be used
only when there was overwhelming evidence to show that the public resources invested into an
innovation were being wasted or abused.

Obviously, Abbot Laboratories has been enormously successful in bringing the benefits of
Retonavir to the public at large. The drug may be expensive-perhaps intolerably expensive, given
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the critical importance it holds for people with AIDS. But by the criteria established by Bayh-Dole,
Abbot has complied with the law.

Mr Love would of course disagree, both with my interpretation ofth~ch-inclauses and my
belief that Abbot has not broken the law.

They assert that Bayh-Dole invests NIH with the authority to determine whether the price of
Retonavir is too highand, if so, to terminate the exclusivity ofAbbot's property rights.

They point out that one~h-inclause, section 203a, specifies that the invention in question must
be made available on "reasonable terms", which they interpret to mean "reasonable prices".

None of this is supported by a correct reading of the Act and its legislativehistory.

In fact, if the drafters ofBayh-Dole had intended such an interpretation, we would have inserted
specific criteria into the law to enable NIH--or any government funding agency -to assess what a
reasonable price might be. No such criteria are found, because controlling patent rights on the basis
of price was antithetical to what the drafters had in mind.

Nor did we envision that the law could authorize government funding agencies to compel private
entities to divulge internal accounts or pricing information. Ifwe had foreseen such a process, the
Act would have contained enabling language specificallyempowering it.

It must be admitted that the law is written in the arcane legalese of the period, and many sections are
quite easy to misinterpret unless armed with the correct definitions.

Let me provide some ofthose definitions now. The Bayh-Dole act refers to three key entities
involved in the government-sponsored research and subsequent development ofan invention.

1) Contractors: These are the individuals or organisations that originallyused government research
funds to make fundamental discoveries

2) Licensees: These are the entities that acquire a license to an invention, develop it and bring it to
the marketplace. They pay royalties to the contractor. And bear risk... In the field ofhuman
health, these are usually drug companies.

-.,-.,------3)','·Assignees:''I'hese'are-defined-by1:he'1\ct'as'TIoncprofirpatenemanagemenrorganizations;'Which--""'-~"-'

at the time brokered the license agreements between the contractor and the licensee. Their role
has been marginalized in recent years as universities and research institutes have taken on the
role themselves.

When reading the ~ch-in clauses, it is important to understand that Section 203a onfy applies to
contractors-that is, the original researchers -and assignees.

Section 203a does not apply to licensee§....
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This was not an accidental omission. That licencsees are consciously excluded from 203a is obvious,
because the next two sections -203b and 203c---explieitly apply to all three entities; contractors,
assignees and licensees. The last section-203(J;-onfy applies to licensees.

Back in 1980, it was clear that most health inventions could only be practically developed under
licenses with the drug industry. Bayh-Dole granted the property rights to the contractor, who would
then negotiate a license agreement with the licensee. Of course, drug pricing played no role in these
negotiations. Pricing a drug which has not yet been tested, approved and marketed is, of course,
impossible.

rk
The ultimate price of the drug to be developed had nothing at all t~with section 203a. Pricing was
-and is-left to the discretion of the licensee. It is the licensee, atter all, who bears all the risks of
developing the innovations--the clinical trials, the FDA approval procedures, the vagaries of the
marketplace.. They do so because they know that Bayh-Dole guarantees them ownership rights over
the invention.

As the phrase "reasonable terms" found in 203a applies to contractors, and not to licensees, it cannot
mean "reasonable prices." The phrase refers to the terms of the contract between the contractor and
the licensee. Bayh-Dole wants government-sponsored inventions moved to the marketplace.
Towards that end, it obligates the contractor to transfer the invention to the licensee without
demanding exorbitant, or unreasonable, royalties.

After explaining all that, I must now point out that Retonavir has neverbeen licensed, and that Abbot
Laboratories is nota licensee. It is, in fact, a contractor who possesses direct title to the invention.

When the law was written; we thought that in most cases, a contractor would be an academic, or a
research institute, that would not have the resources to develop and market the invention on their
own. Bayh-Dole emphasizes the licensing process, as is abundantly evident throughout the act and
its implementing regulations.

Abbot Laboratories, by contrast, had no need to license its invention. It had the resources to bring
the invention to market without any assistance.

This exposes an ambiguity in Bayh-Dole•.iIl:lli rew!::!section 203a row . ~h6 Obviously,
"reasonable terms" in this particular case cannot mean "reasonabl: royalties." But neither can it

_._.~. ._-lUeaR~:r.eas.Qllabkpricing::.~_:tbaL=JtQJJ;Q!lceiYe.,tQfDr.elabm:at~cianywlterJ~.iP_thde~l<!tiQn~_.•.•._._.._~.__

In other words, we cannot spontaneously reinterpret 203a to mean that when contractor brings a
drug to market itself, it must price the drug "reasonably." The intent of203a is obvious enough,
even if it fails to address the case at hand.

:xxx:
Dad:from here the conclusion isn't crqfted. I'llmakeuse oftbetwoparagraphs below. I willalso try to reinsertyour
passage about how mostgovernment research monty isn't spent ondrug development, asEI asserts.
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Healthcare reform has been under consideration in the Congress recently and the possibility of the
policies of state-mandated price controls or broad entitlements to healthcare as they exist in
European countries have been discussed. But the appropriate means to effect such policies must be
through public debate, legislation and/or referenda.

Obviously any healthcare reform effort could face resistance from vested interests, and it is tempting
for some to look for shortcuts. But twisting intellectual property law into a political weapon of
expediency is not the answer.

-,



terms," as Senators Bayh and Dolewrote in replyto your article in the Washington Post several years ago, it
was not their intent that this phrase would include the ability of the Govemment to oversee prices of resulting
products.

While drug pricing is a serious issue, attempting to read into the lawan intent missing inthe words of the
statute and the accompanying legislative history, would be a mistake.

"Michael H. Davis" <michael.davis@faw.csuohio.edu>

04119/200401:11 PM

Dear Mr. Allen:

To jallen@nttc.edu

cc

Subject [Fwd: lip-health] Nat'l Tech Transfer ctr on March-in]

2of5

I found your statement puzzlilng. Can you tell me whether or not the Bayh-Dole Act does mandate
that Bayh-Dole inventions must be offered to the public "on reasonable terms?"

M.Davis

-------- Original Message --------
Subject: [Ip-health] Nat'l Tech Transfer Ctr on March-in

Date: Moll, 19 Apr 200412:27:39 -0400

From: Sean Flynn <sean.flynn@cptech.org>

Organization: http://www.cptech.org

To: ip-health@lists.essential.org

March 31, 2004

Dr. Mark Rohrbaugh
Director of the Office of Technology Transfer
Office of Intramural Research
National Institutes of Health
6011 Executive Boulevard, Suite 325
Rockville, Maryland 20852

Dear Dr. Rohrbaugh:

41211200411:14 AM
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Subject: RE: Latest round on Bayh-Dole
From: "Adler, Reid" <Reid.Adler@venterscience.org>
Date: Tue, 20 Apr 200416:02:15 -0400
To: <jallen@nttc.edu>, <armbrecht@iriinc.org>, <alfi:ed.berkeley@cos.com>,
<Louis_Berneman@nttc.edu>, <hwbremer@warforg>, <RLD l@msn.com>,
<kofaley@venable.com>, <henry.fradkin@comcast.net>, <Larry_Gilbert@nttc.edu>,
<randolph.j.guschl@usa.dupont.com>, <P_Harsche@fccc.edu>, <whendee@mcw.edu>,
<jhill@mcw.edu>, <latkerC@bellatlantic.net>, <chris.mckinney@vanderbilt.edu>, <jmuir@ufl.edu>,
<lita@mit.edu>, <laura.nixon@morganstanley.com>, <kphillips@cogr.edu>,
<loripressman@mediaone.net>, <preston@mit.edu>, <Jay_Rappaport@nttc.edu>,
<robinlr@umich.edU>, <niels@leland.stanford.edu>, <BAReres@venable.com>,
<rriddell@promaxrealtors.com>, <jas@purdue.edu>, <Larry=Udell@nttc.edU>,
<John_Weete@nttc.edu>, <Deborah_Wince-Smith@nttc.edU>, <rich.wolf@caltech.edu>,
<smsheehan@mail.wvu.edu>

As another historical footnote, I had the same discussion with Prof. Davis back in 1989-1990 when NIH was
developing its technology transfer policies to implement the FTTA. At that time, Joe Allen, Deborah
Wince-Smith and Lita Nelson were also in that loop. Health and energy permitting, we should probably look
forward to having the same discussion in 2020!

ReidA.

From: jallen@nttc.edu [mailto:jallen@nttc.edu]
sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2004 12:20 PM
To: Adler, Reid; armbrecht@iriinc.org; alfred.berkeley@cos.com; Louis_Berneman@nttc.edu;
hwbremer@warf.org; RLD1@msn.com; kofaley@venable.com; henry.fradkin@comcast.net;
larry_Gilbert@nttc.edu; randolph.j.guschl@usa.dupont.com; P_Harsche@fccc.edu; whendee@mcw.edu;
jhill@mcw.edu; latkerc@bellatlantic.net; chris.mckinney@vanderbilt.edu; jrnuir@ufl.edu; lita@mit.edu;
laura.nixon@morganstanley.com; kphillips@cogr.edu; loripressman@rnediaone.net; preston@mit.edu;
Jay_Rappaport@nttc.edu; robinlr@umich.edu; niels@leland.stanford.edu; BAReres@venable.com;
rriddell@promaxrealtors.com; jas@purdue.edu; larry_Udell@nttc.edu; John_Weete@nttc.edu;
Deborah_Wince-Smith@nttc.edu; rich.wolf@caltech.edu; smsheehan@mail.wvu.edu
Subject: latest round on Bayh-Dole

Thought you might be interested in my recent e-mail exchange with Prof. Davis, co-author with Prof. Arno of a
Washington Post op-ed piece in 2001 "Paying Twice for the Same Drug," alleging that NIH is remiss in
enforcing Bayh-Dole with regard to march-in rights on resulting drug prices. This is the philosophical
underpinning of the recent petition to NIH. I quoted Senators Bayh and Dole's subsequent rebuttal that Davis
and Arno the law in recent letter to NIH.

~~- Forwarded by Joe AllenfNTTCon 04f20f2004 11:57 AM --

Joe AllenINTTC

04/20/2004 11:54 AM

To -Michael H. Davis"<michael.davis@law.C5uohio.edu>

ce

10f5

SUbject. Re: [Fwd: [Ip-health] Nafl Tech Transferctr on March-in]Link

41211200411:14 AM
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I recently became aware of a petition addressed to you by Mr. James
Love, President of Essential Inventions, Inc. requesting that the
National Institutes of Health exercise the march-in rights provision of
the Bayh-Dole Act to lower the price of several drugs developed from NIH
extramural research.

While the subject of delivering affordable health care is certainly a
serious issue, the provisions of the Bayh-Dole Act do not provide for
governmental actions such as those requested by Essential Inventions.
Indeed, such actions were never contemplated by the Congress and are not
reflected in the legislative history of the law.

The interpretation of the intent of Congress in passing this landmark
legislation reflected in Mr. Love's petition is, therefore, entirely
fanciful.

While serving former Senator Birch Bayh on the Senate Judiciary
Commattee, I staffed the hearings and wrote the report of the Senate
Judiciary Committee on the bill. I also served for many years as the
Director of Technology Commercialization at the U.S. Department of
Commerce. There I oversaw the implementation of the regulations for
Bayh-Dole and chaired the Interagency Committee on Technology Transfer
which developed guidelines for utilizing the Federal Technology Transfer
Act, under whose authorities NIH develops many of its intramural
partnerships with U.s. industry.

Regrettably, Mr. Love and several others making the same case mix up the
legislative history of the Bayh-Dole Act with hearings on rival
legislation that was not enacted. The only legislative history with any
bearing on the law are the hearings of the u.S. Senate Judiciary
Committee in the 96th Congress on S. 414, the University and Small
Business Patent Procedures Act (commonly called Bayh~Dole), the report
of the Senate Judiciary Commdttee on the same, and the Senate debates on
S. 414.

Fortunately, we do have an unambiguous opinion from Senators Birch Bayh
and Robert Dole themselves on the topic at hand. The Washington Post ran
an article by Professors Peter Arno and Michael Davis on March 27, 2002,
Paying Twice for the Same Drugs, making the same arguments as Mr. Love.
They wrote:

Bayh-Dole is a provision of U.S. patent law that states that practically
any new drug invented wholly or in part with federal funds will be made
available to the public at a reasonable price. If it is not, then the
government can insist that the drug be licensed to more reasonable
manufacturers, and, if refused, license it to third parties that will
make the drug available at a reasonable cost.

A joint letter by Senators Bayh and Dole on April 11, 2002, to The
Washington Post effectively refutes this argument. Here is the complete
text of what the authors of the law said was their intent with regard to

~~""-,;"",,,~_·",;···~,:Ea4;,r'·-p,r~i:e-i:ng''''''0,f~··,.r--e-s,uJ.,"t4,ng"""pJ:-0duc·t-so:.._-;.~~..".,.-",,.__~.=,~.,~;=.,_".~~·","~"_~""~·~_·~""",__·_.",W--""'",~~~·"""',","~'-~"""",",""·.·.",·~,,,,,,,,~.·,",",Mo',m_~;~,__,,,w,••~,,,,,,,,;,,,,,,,,,"·.

As co-authors of the Bayh-Dole Act of 1980, we must comment on the March
27 op-ed article by Peter Arno and Michael Davis about this law.

Government alone has never developed the new advances in medicines and
technology that become commercial products. For that, our country relies
on the private sector. The purpose of our act was to spur the
interaction between public and private research so that patients would
receive the benefits of innovative science sooner.

30f5 4/2112004 11:22 AM



Fqr every $1 spent in government research on a project, at least $10 of
industry development will be needed to bring a product to market.
Moreover, the rare government-funded inventions that become products are
typically five to seven years away from being commercial products when
private industry gets involved. This is because almost all universities
and government labs are conducting early-stage research.

Bayh-Dole did not intend that government set prices on resulting
products. The law makes no reference to a reasonable price that should
be dictated by the government. This omlssion was intentional; the
primary purpose of the act was to entice the private sector to seek
public-private research collaboration rather than focusing on its bwn
proprietary research.

The article also mischaracterized the rights retained by government
underBayh-Dble~Theabilityofthe governmenttorevoke~alicense

granted under the act is not conting~nt on the pricing of ar~sulting

product or tied to the profitability of a company that has
commercialized a product that results in part from government-funded
research. The law instructs the government to revoke such licenses only
when the private industry collaborator has not successfully
commercialized the invention as a product. (Emphasis added).

The law we passed is about encouraging a partnership that spurs advances
to help Americans. We are proud to say it1s, working.

Birch Bayh/Bob Dole

In their typically succinct manner, the authors of the law effectively
rebut the argument now before you.

The Bayh-Dole Act has become a linchpin of our economy. While not
perfect, the u.s. record of commercializing new products and services
funded by the Government is the envy of the' world. The Economist
Technology Quarterly said: "Possibly the most inspired piece of
legislation to be enacted in America over the past half-century was the
Bayh-Dole act of 1980. 11 Any legislative or administrative ac.tions
undertaken to alter this Act must be done very carefully.

We have already witnessed well-intended Congressional attempts to impose
fair pricing clauses on NIH intramural research partnerships. These
efforts failed. Technology transfer cannot be a vehicle for trying to
control prices. Rather than allowing Government to dictate drug prices,
companies simply walked away from partnering with NIH. Wisely
recognizing its mistake, Congress rescinded the fair pricing
requirement. NIH's SUbsequent success in building effective partnerships
with industry is well documented, and is a great benefit to the public.

President Johnson asked in 1968 how many NIH owned inventions had been
commercialized. The answer was none. At that time there were no
incentives for industry to undertake the risk and expense inherent in

,','""..~"'".~;."';"""","'"""""_... -~.. Q.e:vel-op-~ng-su-Gh ..-~ea-,l;lY'"",rS,tag~in:v:en.ti-ons.,.,~"We ....~shoul-d--,.re£lect",~tha.t"..."b.ecause=-c"",, ·""",..",.. ,_--'._'. ""''''''-~'"'~'

of the Bayh-Dole Act, many life saving drugs and therapies are now
available for those in need. By altering this delicately balanced law,
we may well discover that publicly funded inventions go back to
gathering dust on the shelves. Before Bayh-Dole such discoveries were
not available at any price.

Sincerely,

Joseph P. Allen

4121/2004 11:22 AM
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Thanks for your e-mail. When the Bayh-DoleAct states that "the invention is being utilized and that its
benefits are to the extent permitted by law or Government regulations available to the publicon reasonable
terms," as Senators Bayh and Dole wrote in replyto your article in the Washington Post several years ago, it
was not their intent that this phrase would include the ability of the Government to oversee prices of resulting
products.

While drug pricing is a serious issue, attempting to read into the law an intent missing in the words of the
statute and the accompanying legislative history, would be a mistake.

"Michael H. Davis" <michael.davis@law.csuohio.edu>

04/19/200401:11 PM

Dear Mr. Allen:

To jallen@nttc.edu

cc

Subject [Fwd: [Ip-health] Nafl Tech Transfer ctr on March-in]

2of5

I found your statement puzzlilng. Can you tell me whether or not the Bayh-Dole Act does mandate
that Bayh-Dole inventions must be offered to the public "on reasonable terms?"

M.Davis

-------- Original Message --------

Subject: [Ip-health] Nat'l Tech Transfer Ctr on March-in

Date: Mon, 19 Apr 2004 12:27:39 -0400

From: Sean Flynn<sean.flynn@cptech.org>

Organization: http://www.cptech.org

To: ip-health@lists.essential.org

March 31, 2004

Dr. Mark Rohrbaugh
Director of the Office of Technology Transfer
Office of Intramural Research
National Institutes of Health
6011 Executive Boulevard, Suite 325
Rockville, Maryland 20852

Dear Dr. Rohrbaugh:

4/211200411:2t'~


